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ABSTRACT

This is the first in a planned series of working papers dealing with aspects of New Zealand's nuclear free 
policy and legislation. They are intended to cover the introduction of the policy in 1984 and the legislation in 
1987, and related developments in New Zealand following each of these events.

This working paper has two goals. First, it is argued that New Zealand did not become truly nuclear free, free of 
nuclear weapons, until 1984 when Labour put its nuclear policy into effect. Claims frequently repeated during 
the 1970s and early 1980s that a former Prime Minister, Keith Holyoake, had made New Zealand nuclear free in 
1957 are disputed, as are claims that New Zealand banned visits by nuclear armed and powered vessels 
during periods prior to 1984. The record of the National and Labour Parties on nuclear matters while in government in 
the 1970s and 1980s are examined to substantiate these conclusions.

Second, events subsequent to the election in 1984 that finally saw the nuclear policy implemented for the first time 
when the USS Buchanan was refused permission to visit are followed using new material relating to this incident 
released late in 1996 under the Official Information Act. These reveal a detailed plan for this and at least one 
subsequent visit, prepared by officials from the three ANZUS government working in concert. While their long 
term intent is not definite from the documents, it is argued that this was very possibly to implement New 
Zealand's nuclear policy in such a way as to allow a gradual return to as near a pre-election pattern of warship visits as 
possible. A set of these documents is included.

The paper concludes with an extensive chronology of events relating to the nuclear policy from the 19$4 election to 
the the tenth anniversary of the signing into law of the legislation on 8 June 1997, and a table comparing a 
number of factors related to the nuclear issue as they were in 1984/5 and as they are now, 1995/7.

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE

The author, now retired from the University of Auckland, has an extensive record of research in nuclear physics. 
Since 1986 he has been engaged in research related to nuclear policies and strategies. He was a founder member 
of Scientists Against Nuclear Arms (NZ) in 19$3, and has been the Director of the Centre for Peace Studies since 
it was established late in 1988 in the University. He holds the degrees of Doctor of Philosophy (1957) and 
Doctor of Science (1981).
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INTRODUCTION

A snap election called on 14 July 1984 by the then Prime Minister, Robert Muldoon, resulted in defeat for his National 
Government and the election for the first time since 1975 of a Labour Government, led by David Lange. The election 
was itself triggered in part by major differences between the parties, and between members of Muldoon's own 
Government, over nuclear issues, and saw the country with a new government committed to a strong anti-nuclear 
policy. It is now over twelve years since this policy was put into effect as government policy, and in June 1997, ten 
years since the policy was embodied in law as the New Zealand Nuclear Free Zone, Disailnament, and ArmsControl Act 
on 8 June 1987, a very important occasion in New Zealand's anti-nuclear history. This is an appropriate juncture at 
which to review the successes and failures of New Zealand's anti-nuclear policy.

The intention of this study is to examine the nature of this policy, its embodiment in law as the Act, and its operation 
since 1984. New Zealand still remains unique as the only country to impose an anti-nuclear policy by legislation, but 
this does not mean that there are not questions that need to be asked about the hopes and intentions of those who 
formulated the policy, and its resulting nature. It is clear for example that the formula arrived at in the policy of New 
Zealand approving or refusing visits by vessels capable of carrying nuclear weapons was bound to fail, in that neither 
the United States nor Britain would have continued visits in the mid-1980s while maintaining their policies of neither 
confirming nor denying the presence of nuclear weapons on a given vessel. For Labour to have hoped otherwise 
appears very naive. The Americans and British would not accept New Zealand labelling some of their warships as free 
of nuclear weapons by allowing them to visit, and their representatives said as much. Yet recently released material 
relating to the so-called Buchanan incident, the proposed visit to New Zealand by the United States destroyer USS 
Buchanan early in 1985, suggests that there was hope among government officials, and possibly some Labour Members 
of Parliament, that visits could have continued. We examine the basis for this hope later in this paper. Labour's 
frequently repeated claim that New Zealand could stay in ANZUS in a purely conventional role was equally surprising 
since the United States clearly saw ANZUS as part of its global nuclear deterrence structure, and wanted unfettered 
movement of its nuelear armed warships. Labour was, of course, concerned at the time to maintain the support of an 
electorate then strongly wanting continued ANZUS membership, as many opinion polls showed.

The findings from this study are being presented as a series of working papers, commencing in 1997 to mark this 
important tenth anniversary year. They carry the cornmon title, Nuclear Free New Zealand. When complete, this series 
will provide material supporting the above claims, and material relating to other aspects of the history, nature and 
operation of New Zealand's anti-nuclear policy.

The most frequently discussed aspects of this quite broad policy are its bans on nuclear weapons in New Zealand and its 
territorial waters including nuclear weapons on visiting ships in New Zealand's internal waters, and on visits by nuclear 
powered vessels. See for example the book by Stuart McMillan, Neither Confirm Nor Deny  The nuclear ships dispute 
between New Zealand and the United States (2). The policy is much broader than this as will be discussed. The history of 
the development of this policy, and the background to the 1984 election, have been presented and discussed 
comprehensively by other authors (1-7). The 1984 election period is reviewed briefly below where material is also 
presented establishing that it was only after this election that New Zealand became nuclear free.

Labour was re-elected in August 1987, the policy having become law in June that year as the New Zealand Nuclear 
Free Zone, Disarmament, and Arms Control Act, referred to as the Act below. The period leading up to the enactment of 
the legislation will be
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considered in some detail, as will the effectiveness of the policy as shown by developments since 1984.

In what follows, the term 'policy' refers strictly to the policy as enunciated in the 1987 legislation, but it is also used 
somewhat loosely to refer to the original 1984 policy which contained the essentials of the detailed final policy enacted 
into law in 1987. The development of this final operative form of the policy will be examined in the second working 
paper in the series.

An eminently readable account of these and subsequent events is presented by David Lange in his book Nuclear Free   -   
The New Zealand Way (3). Lange was both Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs for much of the critical 
period following the 1984 election, and was, consequently, deeply involved with the intimate details of key events in a 
way that few others, if any, were. His book is clearly particularly important for this study and is referred to in a number 
of contexts. Further, being replete with examples of the subtle nuances and barbed wit for which he is well known it is a 
source that is a pleasure to consult. It does of course present his accounts of, and interpretations of, events, and Lange 
acknowledges this.

New Zealand has now survived for more than a decade with this policy, despite dire predictions from some of its 
opponents. The 1984 policy and the 1987 Act both resulted in changes in political and security relations with New 
Zealand's major allies, the United Kingdom and the United States, and to a lesser extent with Australia. Some traditional 
links with the United Kingdom, particularly regular visits by the Royal Navy, were severed. Port calls by the US Pacific 
Fleet ceased, and military and political contacts were restricted, culminating in August 1986 in the United States 
formally suspending its security commitment to New Zealand under the ANZUS Treaty between Australia, New 
Zealand and the United States. The legality of this action wi11 be considered.

The reasons for these strong reactions are examined and a new analysis of them will be presented which differs 
markedly from conventional analyses. The nature of the ANZUS alliance, conventional or nuclear, has been a pivotal 
factor in the anti-nuelear debate in New Zealand. Material will be presented which is considered to show beyond doubt 
that ANZUS is a nuclear alliance, seen by the United States as an integral part of its global nuclear deterrence strategy. 
New Zealand's anti-nuclear stance strained relations with Australia in some quarters, and still does. Further, it is clear 
from material recently released by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade under the Official Information Aet that 
both National and Labour governments throughout the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s had access to material establishing 
ANZUS as a nuclear alliance. Claims by National to the contrary in attacks on the anti-nuclear policy were specious, 
and elaims by Labour that New Zealand could stay in the alliance in a purely conventional role are seen as either naive, 
or at least very questionable. Both are seen as being designed to win electoral support.

Many comments were heard in the mid-1980s concerning the costs to New Zealand of the nuclear free policy, 
particularly in the defence and security areas. A further working paper wi11 examine these claims, and the impacts of 
the policy in these areas, but in the context of the mid to late 1990s, the present context. The conclusion drawn is that 
past clairns concerning the costs of the policy were considerably exaggerated, and that this question of costs of the 
policy to New Zealand needs extensive re-evaluation.

During this period since 1984 there have been a considerable number of developments that have an important bearing 
on New Zealand's anti-nuclear position. Support for the Act within major political parties has greatly increased, 
particularly with National changing its position to support for the legislation prior to the 1990 election. The second 
working paper, tracing the path from policy to legislation, will also present some new thoughts on possible motivations 
for the switch by National in 1990 apart from their desire to win some of the anti-nuclear vote. The National 
Government elected in 1990
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nevertheless commissioned a further review of the safety of nuclear powered vessels published in December 1992, but 
by 1995 was calling for the threat or use of nuclear weapons to be declared illegal and supporting a request for an 
opinion on this question from the International Court of Justice, the World Court Project. New Zealand post-1984, the 
people and the politicians, will be the subject of a later working paper.

United States forces in the Pacific have been declared free of nuclear weapons apart from the eight ballistic missile 
submarines in the Pacific Fleet, and these do not normally make foreign port calls, although some of the nuclear 
weapons removed could be redeployed in a crisis. The Royal Navy made its first visit since 1984 in June 1995, and also 
in 1995 the Prime Minister invited the United States Navy to visit with conventionally powered ships. The United States 
invited a Royal New Zealand Navy ship to visit Hawaii in August 1995 to participate in naval celebrations of the fiftieth 
anniversary on 1 September of the end of the war in the Pacific.

The non-proliferation treaty has been extended, and a comprehensive nuclear test ban treaty is in place. But 
developments in the nuclear policies of the nuclear powers are a source of new concerns.

The United States has carried out a major review of its policy towards New Zealand, and announced in February 1994 
the resumption of senior-level contacts between United States and New Zealand officials for discussions on political, 
strategic and broad security matters (8). Since 1994 several high ranking United States officials have visited New 
Zealand. The New Zealand Prime Minister was invited to the White House in March 1995 and met President Clinton 
and top United States Government personnel, the first such visit for eleven years. New Zealand has established a new 
electoral system, Mixed Member Proportional Representation, or MMP, that could well see a wider diversity of opinion, 
on security matters and foreign affairs for example, represented in our government.

By contrast, some factors related to our policy have not changed. Opposition to nuclear weapons and nuclear power 
remains strong. The leading role played by New Zealanders in the World Court Project to have the International Court 
of Justice consider the question, 'Would the threat or use of nuclear weapons in any circumstance be permitted under 
International Law?' is one manifestation of this. Another is strong opposition to nuclear testing and support for the 
comprehensive test ban treaty. This despite a significant diminution in the strength and activity of peace groups in 
recent years. Public support since 1984 for the policy, the legislation, and New Zealand's anti-nuclear stand generally 
will also be examined in the series.

United States Government opposition to our anti-nuclear legislation has also not changed, at least officially. On 20 April 
1995 the United States Ambassador to New Zealand, Josiah Beeman, said he did not foresee any change in (US) policy 
as long as the legislation remained (9). Strove Talbott, US Deputy Secretary of State, while in Wellington early in 1995 
was reported as indicating that even if New Zealand were prepared to accept United States nuclear propelled vessels, 
Washington would continue the military stand-off. He said the Act 'would have to be revised or repealed' to resolve 
matters (10). Even more recently in March 1997, responding to a suggestion by the Minister of Defence, Paul East, that 
American and New Zealand forces might begin joint exercises again within one or two years, the Defense and Naval 
Attache at the United States Embassy, Captain R E Houser US Navy, stated that the nuclear powered ship ban still 
represented a barrier to the resumption of these contacts (New Zealand Herald, 15 March 1997, p. A19). In 
correspondence he also said that 'The impediment to a restoration of the ANZUS alliance remains New Zealand's anti-
nuclear legislation'. Referring to the nuclear powered vessel ban he said, 'This position impedes New Zealand's ability 
to uphold its responsibilities as an ANZUS treaty partner' (private communication 30 April 1997). The Americans still 
see ANZUS as extant it seems, with a place for New Zealand should it wish to return.
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The policy of neither confirming nor denying the absence or presence of nuclear weapons on ship, aircraft, or at any 
location, the 'neither confirm nor deny' policy, referred to as NCND below, remains. This policy is often said to be 
challenged by Clause 9 of the Act covering visits by possibly nuclear armed vessels, thereby rendering the Act 
unacceptable to the United States and the United Kingdom. The United States version of this policy has been modified 
following the removal of tactical nuclear weapons and now reads, 'It is general United States policy not to deploy 
nuclear weapons aboard surface ships, attack submarines, and naval aircraft. However, we do not discuss the presence 
or absence of nuclear weapons aboard specific ships, submarines or aircraft.'(11)

The logic of this in the face of statements by Ambassador Beeman, and affirmed elsewhere, that we can be assured that 
'U.S. troops, aircraft, surface vessels, and attack submarines deployed in this region are not nuclear armed' (12), is hard to 
understand. There have been hints that the NCND policy may be reviewed. A proposal relating to the policy that would 
remove this contradiction will be presented. At present it still represents an important difficulty in United States' 
considerations of the Act, a difficulty the United Kingdom appears to have overcome with the Royal Navy visit in June 
1995. Material is also presented showing that the NCND policy has been used to transport nuclear weapons covertly 
into the ports of countries that in principle ban the entry of these weapons, including New Zealand, and the implications 
of this are discussed.

Major differences remain between the United States and some political parties in New Zealand concerning the nature 
and extent of future of US-NZ military relations, and between the New Zealand parties themselves. Concerns continue 
over some facilities in New Zealand considered by the peace movement to be associated with the United States military. 
New Zealand's involvement with nuclear weapons through ANZUS has been quite extensive. When considering any 
future security relationship with the United States or Britain, their nuclear power status must be kept clearly in mind 
now that New Zealand is an established nuclear free nation.

The intention is that all these developments and factors will be considered and examined in this planned working paper 
series.

Copies of a number of documents released recently by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade and not yet in the 
public domain are included to reinforce some claims and for the interest of readers who are left, to some extent, to 
assess thern for themselves. Most of these are marked 'Secret', 'Confidential'. or 'For New Zealand Eyes Only'. Some 
have been censored to a certain extent, and other documents were withheld, even now.

This working paper, 1984 - New Zealand Becomes Nuclear Free, is the first in the series. It includes an extensive 
chronology listing events since 1984 seen as important in relation to New Zealand's anti-nuclear stance, together with a 
table comparing some important factors as they were in 1984/5 and as they are now, in the period 1995/7.
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CHAPTER ONE

THE FIRST NUCLEAR FREE POLICY 

1.1 Introduction

The period leading up to and including the 1984 election was an intriguing period in the long path followed by New 
Zealand to becoming truly nuclear free, which it did only when Labour's anti-nuclear policy was put into effect 
following the 1984 election and nuclear weapons were banned from New Zealand. The policy is considered in detail in 
the working papers in this series. Before doing this, the change the policy represented is examined in this working 
paper.

The National Party has on many occasions claimed that it was a former National Party leader, Keith Holyoake, who first 
made New Zealand nuclear free, meaning here free of nuclear weapons. He had, they stressed, stated in 1957 that New 
Zealand would not be a storage base for nuclear weapons, and again in 1963 made the commitment that New Zealand 
would not acquire, use, or store nuclear weapons. This claim was repeated during the 1984 election campaign and after 
(see the Hon. D Thomson, Minister of Defence, New Zealand Parliamentary Debates (NZPD) vo1.456 1984, pp.257-8, 
Hon. J McLay, NZPD vo1.460 1984-5, p.2897). The debates during the passage of the nuclear free legislation, 
exarnined in the next working paper, again saw this and related claims by National parliamentarians.

The 4 September 1957 statement by Deputy Prime Minister Holyoake (he became Prime Minister on 20 September 
1957) was made after discussions relating to SEATO with the United Kingdom Defence Minister Duncan Sandys. What 
Holyoake is reported as saying was that New Zealand's own defence planning did not contemplate the acquisition of 
nuclear weapons nor would she become a storage base for them under her other defence arrangements (1). It was made in 
a climate of growing concern in New Zealand over nuclear weapons testing, which Holyoake had said his Government 
would continue to support (see NZPD for this period), and, according to Clements in Back From the Brink p.40 (ref.l 
introduction), following suggestions during Sandys' August 1957 visit that the British Government would make nuclear 
weapons available for the defence of the SEATO area including Australia and New Zealand, implying that New Zealand 
might have to store nuclear weapons. This could have resulted in New Zealand becoming a target in a nuclear war, 
publicly an unpopular situation.

However National's opposition to nuclear weapons was not widespread even in those times. Clements reports p.41 that 
in 1957 National continued to support Western nuclear deterrence policies; that soon after winning the 1960 election 
National voted against a United Nations resolution to ban nuclear weapons against an overwhelming majority of other 
nations, p.45; and opposed nuclear weapons free zones around 1963, p.53. Further, a committee set up by the National 
Government in 1962 to consider a number of petitions opposing nuclear weapons and their testing was unwilling

to bring down a blanket resolution which might cause people to think that under all kinds of conditions and under 
any circumstances which might occur New Zealand was not to acquire nuclear weapons, accept aid from them, or 
allow bases for them in our land even though the White Paper of 1961 stated quite definitely that that was not our 
intention.

See NZPD vo1. 331 1962, p.1870, and also eg. NZPD voL339 1964, pp.1242-1254.
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Vessels mainly from the United States capable of carrying nuclear weapons, nuclear capable vessels, visited New 
Zealand ports regularly throughout the 1960s, 70s and up to April 1984 despite the supposed Holyoake commitment. 
This is discussed later in the series. During this period of around twenty-five years, 1960-1984, a National government 
was in power for all but the three years 1972-75 when Labour was in power. An analysis of the movements of some of 
these vessels (2), and direct statements in the case of one visit in 1968 (2), make it clear that nuclear weapons entered New 
Zealand ports on numerous occasions under this so-called nuclear free policy which, during the 1984 campaign, Labour 
Member of Parliament (MP) Helen Clark described as a 'cruel hoax' for this reason.

Regardless of these facts, both National and Labour parties and governments have claimed for many years to support a 
nuclear free New Zealand, nuclear disarmament and the concept of a South Pacific nuclear free zone. Why is it then that 
the 1984 Labour policy is seen as making New Zealand nuclear free for the first time? The positions of the two parties 
during the 1960-1984 period will not be examined in detail. This has been done by other writers, particularly Clements, 
(ref.1 of the introduction). The intention here is to examine and rebut claims by National parliamentarians that are 
considered unsustainable.

1.2  Nuclear Weapons

The situation regarding nuclear capable vessels is elear. In 1970, after much cajoling by the United States, the National 
Government introduced a system of annual blanket clearances for visits by all US Navy vessels that were not nuclear 
powered, with no questions asked about their armaments, nuclear or otherwise. The NCND policy was operating then, 
so no answer about nuclear weapons would have been forthcommg in any case. The United States Embassy in 
Wellington would send a request late each year to the New Zealand Government and a relatively standard approval for 
visits during the following year would be issued with a proviso regarding nuclear powered vessels. This continued right 
up to late 1983, including Labour's 1972-75 term, with a blanket clearance being issued for 1984, and a significantly 
differently worded clearance for 1985 recognising the new ship visit policies introduced by Labour. Unlike the earlier 
annual clearances this 1985 document, shown here, was seen by the New Zealand Government to require clearance to 
be sought for each individual visit. It does, nevertheless, express the Labour Government's support for continued US 
Navy visits and for ANZUS.

The blanket approval documents for 1975, issued by the Labour Government, and for 1984, issued by the National 
Government, are reproduced below. David Lange and Stuart McMillan in their books do refer to this blanket approval 
procedure, but its operation does not appear to be well known. No evidence has been seen in files numbered 59/5/2, 
59/8/2, and 59/206/20 relating to US Navy vessel visits to New Zealand examined in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
and Trade, and referred to as 'the Ministry files' below, to show that any questions were asked about nuclear weapons on 
these vessels prior to 1970, although NCND would have blocked any direct answers. The 1968 incident suggests that 
nuclear weapons did enter New Zealand ports before and after 1970. Further confirmation of the lack of a definite ban 
on nuclear armed vessels in this period by Labour was given in Parliament in 1984 by the then Minister of Defence, 
Frank O'Flynn. He was asked by National MP Warren Cooper if the United States was required to confil~n or deny the 
nuclear capability of its visiting warships during Labour's 1972-75 term. O'Flynn replied,

The Government made it quite clear and widely known that it was firmly opposed to the introduction or stationing 
of nuclear weapons within New Zealand territorial waters, and that it expected its friends and allies to respect its 
position on that. While it did not ask for, or receive, any assurances that there were no nuclear weapons aboard [US 
Navy ships visiting New Zealand], it believed the United States respected its wishes.
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(NZPD vol. 457 23 August 1984, pp.146-7). This was a Danish type 'trust our allies to honour our policy but no 
questions asked' nuclear weapons free policy considered in detail in a later working paper, not a ban.

National became the government late in 1975, and stayed in power until 1984. Their position on nuclear weapons 
entering New Zealand is quite clear from statements made by National spokesmen in this period. A document entitled 
Some Notes on the Question of Visits to New Zealand Ports by Nuclear-Powered Ships dated 13 February 1976 sets out 
the newly elected National Government's attitude to such visits and to possible nuclear weapons these ships might carry. 
Nuclear powered vessel visits are considered separately, but National's position was that it would have been inconsistent 
with the terms of membership of ANZUS to refuse to allow these United States warships to call at New Zealand ports, 
and visits commenced again in 1976, the first request coming on 4 March of that year, very soon after the 1975 election.

Referring to nuclear weapons, the document points out that the nuclear powers do not disclose whether or not their 
warships are carrying nuclear weapons. It then states that,

It is important that we should avoid placing impossible restrictions upon our allies' ability to deploy their forces in 
this part of the world. As the Prime Minister remarked to the press on 14 January 1976 (and whenever the question 
was raised at his meetings last year), 'We can't say to the United States, Yes, we expect you to come to our assistance 
in accordance with ANZUS but we're going to determine the kind of weapons you use and we're going to require you 
to use World War 1 rifles when you come to help New Zealand'.

Speech notes prepared for National MP J K McLay dated 3 June 1976 include the statement that,

There are, however, no reservations in the policy on which the Government was elected about whether New Zealand
would shun a partner that had nuclear weapons, nor any reservation to the effect that New Zealand's acceptance of its 
obligations under ANZUS was conditional on dictating the type of weapons the United States would employ to 
safeguard the rnutual interests of the ANZUS partners.

National was clearly not concerned in 1976 by the possibility of nuclear weapons entering New Zealand, and this 
position continued through their term of government to 1984.

A further illustration of the position of the National Government under its leader Robert Muldoon is given in another 
document dated 28 June 1976 and headed Visits by Nuclear Powered Warships: 10 Ouestions Answered, the answers 
being provided by Muldoon. One answer, referring to nuclear powered warships, includes the statement that,

The warships which will visit New Zealand ports may well carry nuclear weapons of the tactical or short range
 variety but so do conventionally powered warships. They do not carry long-range ballistic missiles. Such missiles 
are carried only by large strategically armed submarines which will not come to New Zealand.

Similar remarks got him into trouble with the Americans about this time. They were concerned in case he was saying 
that no American submarines would be allowed to visit, a confusion he hastily corrected.

His answers to the ten questions continued with the answer,
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We are opposed to the use of nuclear weapons and of course we fervently hope that they never will be used. But it 
could well be that the best insurance against their being used, ironically perhaps, is their being carried by some of 
the vessels that visit us. What I am saying is that nuclear weapons in the hands of our allies act as a deterrent 
against the use of such weapons by a potential enemy. If we insisted that our allies did not carry nuclear weapons 
in their visiting ships we would be inviting them to disarm unilaterally and in so doing throw away .the deterrent. 
Putting it another way, it could be that the best way to keep New Zealand free of the annihilating effects of nuclear 
war is to facilitate the defence of New Zealand in cooperation with our allies.

An even clearer statement by Muldoon was given in a press interview the next day. He was asked if the government 
would now set up a committee to develop a safety code for nuelear weapons like that for nuclear propulsion. He 
answered that,

There is no reason to suppose the carriage of nuclear weapons by visiting warships, be they nuclear propelled or 
powered by conventional means, will oecasion any risk to life, property or the environment. Until such weapons 
are 'arrned' they cannot explode. They are not 'armed' until they are needed for an attack upon an enemy. In other 
words, in the 'unarmed' condition in which they will be carried by vessels visiting New Zealand ports they present 
no hazard, and therefore no code of practice to govern the handling of such weapons is necessary.

Even so, mid-1976 also saw strong interest being expressed by the New Zealand Government in a guarantee the United 
States had given Canada of compensation for loss or damage resulting from an accident involving nuclear weapons. A 
Christchurch reporter, Warren Page, had picked this up and reported it in the Christchurch Star on 31 July. The Minister 
of Foreign Affairs at the time, Brian Talboys, wrote to the American Ambassador in Wellington, Armistead I Seldon 
Jnr., on 10 August requesting that New Zealand be given the same guarantee. A copy of his letter is included. This 
guarantee was received on 13 August in the form of a hitherto never published Aide Memoire, reproduced here, which 
was declassified in 1996 for this and some related work. Australia received a similar guarantee the following month, 
except for provisions in a State of Forces Agreement between the two countries.

No evidenee has been seen of New Zealand seeking or receiving any equivalent guarantee from Britain, or of any other 
country having any guarantee from them concerning nuclear weapons accidents. However, very few nuclear capable 
Royal Navy vessels visited New Zealand from 195$. Of the four visitors known to be capable of carrying nuclear 
weapons, three were ships used to transport the weapons, and only the aircraft carrier Invincible that visited in 1983 was 
capable of deploying them. Royal Navy visits are considered elsewhere in the series.

Other documents from late 1976 and into 1977 refer to nuclear weapons possibly coming to New Zealand being 'in an 
unarmed state and subject to extensive safety precautions' and that the need to allow nuclear armed vessels into New 
Zealand ports 'can, we think, be justified by recourse to our obligations under ANZUS: We cannot expect to be 
protected by the United States nuclear "umbrella" without allowing its temporary deployment in New Zealand', this 
latter from notes on a 17 November 1976 ANZUS Seminar also included here. This document contains a number of 
interesting statements and is worth close scrutiny. It confirms the strong desire of the United States to have nuclear 
powered warship visits resurne, and the importance they placed on this in relation to ANZUS. It displays the Americans 
own interpretation of Labour's unwillingness to agree to this quickly after their 19741iability guarantee (discussed 
below) was received as implying that 'our foreign policy intentions and our reliability as a close ally were being 
questioned.' As the Ministry files show, while agreeing to resume nuclear powered warship visits, the National 
Government continued to question this reliability in its
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attempts, particularly during 1976, to clarify exactly the limits of the 1974 liability guarantee, attempts that yielded very 
little.

The discussion that follows in paragraph 6 of how future policy for nuclear powered ship visits should be directed 
is also very interesting in its expression of a desire to have these visits become more accepted as 'normal and not 
particularly newsworthy.' This did not eventuate. Paragraph 8 dealing with nuclear armed ship visits has already been 
referred to, but the final comments are of interest in relation to the long running debate in New Zealand over nuclear 
power, which still continues.

New Zealand's ANZUS obligations were regularly cited as justification for US Navy visits, reference generally being 
made to obligations to contribute to collective defence under Article 2 of the Treaty. In June 1980, for example, Talboys 
in a criticism of a statement by the then Leader of the Labour Party, Bill Rowling, that ANZUS does not require the 
acceptance of visits by aircraft or warships of the alliance members said that Article 2 states that partners by means of 
continuous and effective self-help and mutual aid will maintain and develop their individual' and collective capacity to 
resist attack. This, Talboys said,

commits New Zealand to help Australia and the United States to maintain their defence capabilities, and in the case of 
the United States, nuclear powered ships play a key role in the total defenee effort in the Pacific. It is wholly unrealistic, 
in the [National] Government's view, to suggest that it is consistent with our ANZUS obligations to refuse to let 
American ships visit our ports. There is nothing 'mutual' about that. It would make ANZUS a one way street.

This position was restated at the 1980 South Pacific Forum meeting at which the ANZUS Treaty was described as the 
'cornerstone of our [New Zealand's] security, and of the security of the South Pacific as a whole. Successive New 
Zealand governments have recognised this'. Article 2 of the Treaty was cited and the exchange of goodwill visits by 
naval vessels of the ANZUS partners and participation in joint naval exercises described as,

an important element of the defence cooperation which gives substance to the ANZUS Alliance, and provides a reaffirmation of our 
willingness to meet our commitments under Article 2 of the Treaty. It is after all in New Zealand's interest that the United States 
should continue to deploy its forces throughout the South Pacifie, and it is therefore important that no needless restriction be placed 
on movements and calls by United States naval vessels.

Addressing the question of visits by possibly nuclear armed American warships, and referring to the American NCND 
policy, it was stated that while the New Zealand government 'may in principle prefer that vessels carrying such weapons 
did not visit our ports, even though the weapons remain "unarmed" and therefore for all practical purposes harmless, 
from a practical point of view the New Zealand Government has acquiesced on the American policy [NCND] outlined 
above.'

Worse, for a party claiming at the time to be the originators of nuclear free New Zealand, National Defence Minister, 
David Thomson, indicated in 1983 that whether or not nuclear weapons did enter New Zealand ports was not 
considered important by comparison with New Zealand playing its part in ANZUS (Questions for Oral Answer No.13, 
NZPD vol. 450 3 May 1983, p.681). Other National Party MPs endorsed this position. For example, a 22 June 1983 
telegram concerning the 1983 ANZUS Council meeting says the question of nuclear ship visits dominated the meeting 
and reports Warren Cooper, then Minister of Foreign Affairs, saying the availability of port access in Australia and New 
Zealand was a critical factor in efforts of the United States to maintain strategic deterrence and to carry out its 
responsibilities under ANZUS. Strategic deterrence is generally understood to mean conventional plus nuclear 
deterrence. This statement supports the
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contentions that nuclear weapons entered New Zealand ports before 1984, and that ANZUS is a nuclear alliance, part of 
the global American nuclear deterrence framework.

Again, a note from the Prime Minister's Department dated 13 October 1983 referring to the expected visit in November 
of the American nuclear powered submarine Phoenix says, ... 'it is almost certainly equipped with anti-submarine 
missiles, some of which probably have nuelear warheads in them. In short it will not be a target for a nuclear strike; but 
it will have a place in the overall nuclear equation'. This same argument continued to 1984 and was at the heart of the 
ensuing ANZUS breakdown because of the nuclear carrying capabilities of much of the US Pacific Fleet. This argument 
relating to Article 2 echoes statements made regularly in annual ANZUS Council meeting communiques in the early 
1980s. These are examined in the next working paper. See also the elaims by National MPs during the passage of the 
legislation in that working paper. These and other statements by National MPs support the claim that their commitment 
to Holyoake's pledges were devoid of real intent.

Some concern was being expressed by government officials by early 1984, however, over the imminent deployment of 
Tomahawk cruise missiles with nuclear warheads on vessels likely to visit New Zealand. National had argued for some 
time that US Navy visits by possibly nuclear armed vessels did not pose a threat to New Zealand by making it a 
potential nuclear target because the nuclear weapons carried on the visiting vessels would only be short range tactical 
weapons. These did not pose a threat to any hostile power while in New Zealand because of their limited range and the 
location of New Zealand.

Bv contrast, Tomahawk cruise missiles, which entered the US Navy in June 1984, with their range of around 1500 miles 
raised a new problem. While not long range strategic missiles, they are sub-strategic and cannot be classified as tactical 
nuclear weapons. This concern is shown in a range of documents from the 1982-$4 period. The problem did not arise 
for New Zealand, it was overtaken by the July 1984 election and the introduction of Labour's anti-nuclear policy.

It should be clear from this material that National governments from 1976 to 1984 accepted that nuclear weapons did 
enter New Zealand ports at times on visiting American warships, and did not oppose this. The Holyoake nuclear free 
commitment became a statement of ernpty policy, never enforcPd by National when these nuclear weapons were stored 
in New Zealand ports on visiting US Navy warships. It was equivalent to the Japanese three non-nuclear principles 
which also reject storage, and to a Danish type no nuclear weapons policy. Both these were ineffective and not enforced, 
certainly in relation -to the aetivities of the US Navy and the British Navy (2). Holyoake's declarations became political 
expediency; much like the 1990 switch by National to support Labour's anti-nuclear legislation, although another 
possible reason for National bemg willing to make this switch early in 1990 will be considered in the next working 
paper. It must be said, however; that Muldoon in a press interview on 22 March 1982, seen in the Ministry files, did 
claim that top levels of government were never told confidentially if a visiting vessel was nuclear armed.

National may well have supported nuclear disarmament in principle, but did little that was really effective to manifest 
this in a nuclear free New Zealand until after winning the 1990 election in which they adopted Labour's nuclear free 
legislation, undoubtedly in part to ensure political support, but also it would seem from subsequent events with some 
genuine change of heart. National maintained the nuclear free legislation in 1993 when it was re-elected, and showed 
increased support in the United Nations for disarmament resolutions compared with its pre-1984 performance (3). 
Further, in 1995 the National Government of the time came out very clearly against the threat or use of nuclear weapons 
in statements to the International Court of Justice in relation to the World Court Project. This poses a problem for 
National which still appears to want to continue to participate in ANZUS (private communication from the Minister of 
Foreign Affairs 17 June 1996).
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But as Simon Upton, National MP and Minister in 1997 remarked in 1987, (see the passage of the Bill debates second 
reading), for an anti-nuclear government to be in an alliance with a country that possesses nuclear weapons taints the 
alliance, and if government members are sincere in their anti-nuclear stance they should be considering withdrawal 
from that alliance. This was directed at Labour in 1987, but applies equally to National now.

Labour under Rowling in the late 1970s developed an interesting proposal to review ANZUS. This was that for ANZUS 
to be fully effective it should be broadened to include social and economic problems in the area. Rowling invoked the 
preamble to the Treaty which states that the parties desire to strengthen the fabric of peace in the area, and to coordinate 
their efforts for collective defence and the preservation of peace and security pending the development of a more 
comprehensive system of regional security in the Pacific area. He was in effect saying the time had come to develop a 
more comprehensive security system including factors other than just the purely military aspects of ANZUS. His 
proposal appeared again for the 1984 election. Labour for the 1996 election pledged to work for a comprehensive 
security regime in the South Pacific, including a broad range of non-military factors, military alliances such as ANZUS 
being recognised as 'no longer an appropriate basis for meeting our region's post-Cold War needs'. The proposal to 
review ANZUS never eventuated. By the early 1980s Labour was stating clearly that in government it would ban 
nuclear armed and powered vessels, although the question of banning nuclear powered vessels was more contentious, 
and was argued against for some time by Lange particularly. The 1984 election platform promised to ban both classes of 
vessels.

Labour was not necessarily alone in promoting these sorts of views, however. Muldoon is quoted as saying in May 1982 
that 'The aim of the alliance is spelled out quite simply: it is to strengthen the fabric of peace in the Pacific area. That is 
no small task. It is not one that can be carried out by military activity alone.' quoted in 'The Economic Dimensions of 
ANZUS', by A Kirk and K Clarke, in Bevond ANZUS, Benton Ross Publishers,1985, p.120. But no evidence has been 
seen of National attempting to promote developments of the sort proposed by Rowling.

1.3 A South Pacific Nuclear Free Zone

Claim and counter claim concerning this zone and the origins of the proposal for such zone have also appeared for 
many years. While it is to digress from the main thrust of the present discussion, it is worth examining some material 
from the 1976 to 1984 period to establish the actual situation clearly since claims about this zone proposal figured 
strongly in the passage of the Bill debates, 1986-87, and were heard again in 1996 in relation to a proposal for a 
Southern Hemisphere Nuclear Free Zone.

The early history of this proposal has been covered by Clements. At the governmental level, Norman Kirk had become 
interested in the idea of a South Pacific Nuclear Free Zone (SPNFZ) as early as 1963. The 1972-75 Labour Government 
under his leadership until his death, and then under Rowling, advanced the proposal for a SPNFZ to the stage of getting 
the support of the 1975 South Pacific Forum meeting for the concept. Subsequently with Fiji, UN General Assembly 
endorsement was gained for the concept, see New Zealand Foreign Affairs Review vol. 25 No.9, pp.55-57, September 
1975. The SPNFZ Treaty was not signed until 6 August 1985, so what happened during the ten years from 1975?

Very soon after taking office the 1975 National Government was condemning the Labour SPNFZ proposal as 
unrealistic. Muldoon in a speech to the Dominion Council Meeting of the Returned Services Association on 14 June 
1976 described Labour's proposal as a 'woolly-minded scheme', and said that as far as this proposal was concerned the 
broader (Labour) concept was totally unrealistic unless it had the agreement of the nuclear powers
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themselves that they would observe it. That, of course, would not be forthcoming, he said. He continued,

The South Pacific Forum of the heads of government of South Pacific States at Rotorua this year unanimously 
adopted a definition of the nuclear-free South Pacific towards which we would work (in the words of the United 
Nations resolution) as being in no way a restraint upon existing alliances and in no way interfering with the right 
of vessels to passage on the high seas.

The full text of his speech is given in New Zealand Foreign Affairs Review vol. 26 No.4, pp.49-54, April-June 1976. He 
and other National speakers claimed that Labour wanted a zone that banned nuclear armed vessels from the high seas.

Keith Holyoake, then Acting Minister of Foreign Affairs, stated this in a document circulated to all Government 
members dated 30 March 1976 for example. He said that Labour's proposal was never defined with any precision, but 
that their statements suggested that even if not possible early on, they would want ultimately to have a zone embracing 
the high seas, and the National Government's view was that any proposal for such a zone would be 'simply 
impracticable'. It would be impossible to police he said, and the nuclear powers would not accept restrietions on the 
high seas. The United States saw New Zealand's support for a SPNFZ as having 'unwelcome implications for its 
freedorn of movement and hence its capacity to discharge its ANZUS obligations'. The Government, Holyoake 
concluded, 'saw no point, therefore in attempting to pursue such a proposal'.

However Rowling in a speech at the Rutherford High School on 3 October 1975 presented a quite different picture, see 
New Zealand Foreign Affairs Review vol. 25 No.10, pp.3-14, October 1975. He stated, p.13, when discussing the 
freedom of the high seas that it was not the intention of New Zealand to restrict this freedom. It was recognised that 'to 
attempt to impose such a restriction on unwilling third parties is, in our view, neither proper nor realistic.' He continued 
to say that a separate but related instrument would be needed to cover the situation in which no nuclear weapons would 
be stationed anywhere in the area and, referring to the nuclear weapon states, would come into effect 'only when it had 
been ratified by those states'. He had stated earlier p. l l that the proposed zone 'should not disturb necessary security 
arrangements'. These statements are not consistent with the claims made by Muldoon and others in his Government.

National had reached a conclusive position on the zone proposal by the time of the South Pacific Forum meeting in 
1980. This was spelt out in an annex to a set of notes for the meeting presented in summary here. It says that New 
Zealand subscribes to the most recent zone concept, which remains that adopted at the Forum 1976 Rotorua meeting, 
and supports the principle of nuclear weapon free zones. It also accepts the criteria for the creation of such zones agreed 
in 1979 by a group of experts commissioned by the United Nations General Assembly. These are that the initiative 
should come from the countries in the region; the zone proposal should have the support of all regional members; it 
should not seek to disturb existing security relationships within the zone; it should have the support of the nuclear 
weapon states; the zone's denuclearised status should be verifiable; in defining the territory of the zone members must 
respect international law; and the specific provisions of the zone are to be left for member states to negotiate.

The annex continues, 'These criteria cannot yet be met in the South Pacific region' and cites verification problems. It 
states,

Moreover, the New Zealand Government, relying as it does for its security largely upon the ANZUS Alliance, 
believes that a nuclear-weapon free zone for the South Pacific which purported to include high seas, would at 
present be incompatible with our Alliance commitments and with freedom of passage over the high seas.
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It concludes, 'Given the practical difficulties, there are no New Zealand plans to take an initiative in creating a zone.' 
This seems quite clear. National was not supporting a 5PNFZ in 1980, or earlier, from these documents, although 
their objections were stated somewhat differently at different times.

However, in 1983 Doug Kidd, MP for Marlborough at the time, proposed his own SPNFZ which asked the 
nuclear powers not to launch nuclear weapons from or into the zone, not to base any nuclear armed vessels or aircraft or 
bring nuclear weapons into the territorial waters or ports of any nation in the zone capable of reaching beyond the 
boundaries of the zone, and undertake to a host state that any nuclear weapons on visiting ships or aircraft were disarmed while 
in their territorial waters or ports, all to be embodied in a nine point treaty between the South Pacific powers and the five 
nuclear powers (see The Evening Post   4 August 1983). He is also reported in the 3 August Dominion   as saying 
membership of ANZUS was not dependent on nuclear warship visits, but his position clearly changed after 
Labour's 1984 election victory as we will see in a subsequent working paper.

Interestingly the zone agreed to in 1985 did not place restrictions on the high seas, on existing security arrangements, 
or on the freedom of individual states in the zone to accept or reject nuclear armed or powered vessels. This was 
foreshadowed in a July 1983 statement by Lange that transit of any such zone by nuclear armed and nuclear powered 
vessels may have to be accepted, transit rights through international waters must be recognised. A zone allowing 
this was not ideal he said, but was a major first step. He referred to Australia taking the initiative on the form of the 
SPNFZ treaty with 'strong New Zealand support' in a press interview of 5 October 1984. Nor did the western 
nuclear powers sign the protocols to the Treaty until 1996. It met all the requirements National wanted, and was in 
force for over ten years without the support of these nuclear powers. A critical assessment of the SPNFZ is given in the 
book of that title, The South Pacific Nuclear Free Zone Treaty: A Critical Assessment,   by M Hamel-Green ~

4
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who sees Labour's role in detelniining the final form of the zone as weak in comparison with New Zealand's domestic 
anti-nuelear stance, and as supporting Australian proposals. He sees the final form of the Treaty as refleeting 
Australian efforts to pre-empt more comprehensive zone arrangements and to secure ANZUS nuclear interests while 
directing regional anti-nuclear sentiment against French nuclear testing. Hamel-Green p.73 cites New Zealand 
political scientist Ramesh Thakur as describing the Muldoon Government's efforts on a SPNFZ from 1976 to 1984 as 
'more like an alibi than a proposal for actual implementation.' This sums up the conclusion that it is considered must be 
reached from the material presented here and available elsewhere. National claims to be the originators of the SPNFZ must 
be dismissed as unsustainable.

Thehistory of the 1984 election period is presented in detail in referenees l, 2, 3 and 5 given in the introduction. 
Briefly, the election was called in part as a result of a potential threat to the Muldoon Government from a rebel 
government MP, Marilyn Waring. The Government had a working majority of only one in the 92 seat 
Parliament, and Ms Waring, amongst other actions that distanced her from her government colleagues, said that she 
would not support the Government on several matters including defence and nuclear ship visits, that is visits by 
nuclear capable or nuclear powered vessels. She had already voted against her Government in June 1984 to support an 
Opposition nuclear free New Zealand bill that included a ban on such visits which was narrowly lost (see NZPD 
vo1.456 1984, pp.255-273, 317-8).

Prime Minister Muldoon argued that in these circumstances, where the actions of one rebel member of his 
Government could result in defeat for the government on a matter relating to New Zealand's security and ANZUS, 
an election should be held forthwith rather than at the normal time late in 1984. His own arrogance undoubtedly 
played a significant part in his reaching this decision, which appalled many of his parliamentary colleagues. ANZUS 
was then seen by National as the cornerstone of New Zealand's
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foreign and security policies. This is still the case for some National MPs, but the strength of support for ANZUS within 
National is dropping. The election was held on 14 July 1984 and resulted in an absolute majority for the victorious 
Labour Government.

The question of banning nuclear armed or powered ship visits and the impact this might have on ANZUS and relations 
with allied nuclear powers was central to this election. One aspect of the election and accounts of events preceding it 
does need clarification and emphasis. There are suggestions in some of the references cited above that the 1972= 5 
Labour Government banned visit by nuclear powered or armed vessels. This is implied, for example in the statement by 
Clements in his book p.85 that the National Government elected in 1975 would 'restore nuclear powered and possibly 
nuclear-armed ship visits', and in Landais-Stamp and Rogers, (ref.5 introduction, p.15) 'the [1972-75] Labour 
Government also banned nuclear powered warships from New Zealand's ports. By 1975 the ban was under considerable 
strain....'. At least one senior Labour politician claimed publicly in 1987 that 'Labour, in office from 1972 to 1975 made 
it clear that nuclear-armed and powered vessels were not welcome in New Zealand', and again, 'When Labour was in 
government from 1972 to 1975, we had a ban on nuclear-armed warships', when discussing the history of the continuing 
Labour anti-nuclear policy. These statements are all incorrect. The absence of a ban on nuclear armed warships before 
1984 has been dealt with.

1.4 The Nuclear Powered Warship 'Ban'

The apparent ban on nuclear powered vessels (NPV or NPW) arose late in the 1960s during the term of the pre-1972 
National Government in response to growing concerns over the safety of the reactors in these vessels, and the lack of 
guarantees by their home countries of responsibility for the safety of the vessels and the consequences of any accidents 
involving them. In 1968 the New Zealand Atomic Energy Committee established a Nuclear Shipping Sub-Committee to 
prepare a New Zealand Code for Nuelear Powered Merchant Shipping. A draft New Zealand code was drawn up based 
on a draft code prepared by the International Atomic Energy Agency, and was approved by the Atomic Energy 
Committee in May 1971. The Sub-Committee was also asked by the then Secretary of Defence (Navy) to complete a 
report based on a draft prepared by the New Zealand Navy of Safety Orders for the Visit of a Nuclear Powered Naval 
Vessel to the Port of Auckland, which it did in July 1971. Auckland was then considered the most suitable port for these 
visits. The Safety Orders were approved and became known as AUCKNUSAFE. They were classified RESTRICTED.

Matters came to a head with the US Navy early in 1972 following a request for a visit by a nuclear powered submarine 
USS Scamp. The Americans were not willing to comply with some of the requirements of AUCKNUSAFE which 
demanded technical information that they would not release concerning the reactors in the submarine. They were also 
not willing to accept absolute liability for the consequences of any nuclear accident, but requested permission to visit on 
the basis of a Standard Statement covering the operation of nuclear powered warships in foreign ports. This was not 
accepted by the New Zealand Government, and the visit did not go ahead.

The United States, the main country involved, passed appropriate legislation in 1974, and as a consequence there was 
considerable discussion in the Labour Government concerning future policy for such visits. That there was no actual 
ban is stated explicitly in, for example the letter of 9 July 1974 from the then Prime Minister, Norman Kirk, to another 
Labour MP Mike Moore reproduced below. Moore had been asked by one of his constituents about the existence of this 
ban. The cessation of nuclear powered vessel visits represented a halt to these visits until certain conditions were met, 
not an actual ban. Aspects of this episode have been examined in detail by Michael Pugh in a 1988 paper (5). A liability 
assurance was also obtained in 1976 from the British, but no nuclear powered British vessel visited New Zealand from 
1958 to 1984.
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Subsequently the Safety Orders were reviewed in recognition of the change in the 1975 National Government's 
position to accept nuclear powered warship visits. Moves to initiate this review had already begun in January 
1976, and resulted in a new code known as AEC 500 later that year which considered other ports and accommodated 
visits without the release of sensitive technical information. Visits by American nuclear powered warships 
commenced again in 1976, Muldoon announcing in January the willingness of his new government to allow these 
visits. The resumption of these visits was announced formally by Muldoon on 28 June that year. They continued at 
varying intervals until 1984.

One other aspect on US Navy visits to New Zealand deserves comment at this stage. Claims of pressure from the 
United States on New Zealand to reverse 1984 its anti-nuclear policy appear later in this study. But pressures of 
various sorts in relation to US Navy visits had been experienced for over two decades by succeeding New Zealand 
governments.

Following the 1974 guarantee of absolute liability from the United States for the consequences of any 
accident involving the reactors in their nuclear powered warships, embodied in a Congressional Resolution, 
there was pressure for the New Zealand government to allow visits by these vessels to recommence and, as noted, 
this happened in 1976 under National. However, the preceding Labour Government was pressed to accept the 
visits, and by late 1975 was prevaricating about future visits, see Clement's book pp.84-85. An undated file 
document seen in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs files but prepared late in 1982 gives a potted history of visits by 
nuclear powered warships in the 1960-1976 period. Against 1975 it says, 'Government re-examining its policy. 
Heavy diplomatic pressure from the Americans "do you want to be in ANZUS or not?" Also pressure from MOD 
[Ministry of'Defence] and service chiefs.' It also says for 1974 that exactly what the 1974 resolution (the absolute 
liability guarantee) would mean was 'not sufficiently clear'. The Muldoon Government was very concerned in the 
1976 period to try and clarify exactly what guarantees this resolution gave New Zealand, but met a wall of 
resistance in trying to get any special extension of the resolution or clarification of its exact interpretation, and 
in trying to obtain any technical details of US Navy nuclear powered vessels that would allow a better assessment of 
their safety to be made. This situation never changed, as Ministry documents show.

The Americans also pressed regularly to have visits by these vessels treated exactly as visits by their 
conventionally powered warships were treated. These latter continued visiting through the 1970 to 1975 period, and 
as has been noted blanket clearances for these visits were issued annually early each year by the New Zealand 
Government following a request late the preceding year from the US Embassy. A Ministry document dated 21 
November 1980 states that in 1977 the Americans asked that nuclear powered vessels be included in the blanket 
clearances, and that from late 1977 on these Embassy requests were for a blanket clearance for all US Navy visits in 
the coming year, with no differentiation of nuclear powered vessels. This pressure continued, but was resisted by the 
Muldoon governments because of concerns over the political sensitivity of the visits, and from 1979 on because of 
assurances given by Muldoon that these visits would be treated separately, reflecting growing public protest and 
concern. A 1982 discussion of the annual blanket clearance requests received by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs from the 
US Embassy is included showing the arguments put forward by the Ministry for maintaining this separation 
of nuclear powered vessels. Under National, the blanket clearances did, however, include an assurance that clearance 
for nuclear powered warship visits would be given on a case by case basis, see the 1984 clearance document included 
in this chapter.

This pressure also took another form. Individual clearance requests for each proposed NPW visit were received by the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs from the American Embassy in Wellington. These always omitted the conditions routinely 
demanded by the Ministry that the visit be in accordance with the 1974 United States liability guarantee and New
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Zealand's safety code, AEC 500, for such visits. The Americans must have known that they would be required to meet 
these conditions before clearance would be granted, but it took a request from the Ministry in each case before the 
Embassy gave the required assurances. This is illustrated in the case of the visit by the USS Texas in August 1983 in the 
Ernbassy notes 69 and 77 reproduced below.

US Navy pressure produced results in most instances. In 1977, the Americans expressed concern and dissatisfaction 
with radiation monitoring done by New Zealand teams around their nuclear powered warships that had visited in 1976 
because teams had come within 50 metres of the vessels. The US Embassy said that close monitoring could reveal 
information about the vessel's internal operations. They requested that no monitoring be done closer than -50 metres 
during future visits. After some resistance, the Muldoon Government yielded, and agreed to this restriction. A note 
dated 27 October 1977 from the Secretary of Foreign Affairs, Frank Corner, to the Acting Minster of Foreign Affairs 
includes the statement by Muldoon to American Ambassador Shelden, that 'You can say with confidence that it will not 
be done except in an emergency, while at the same time we are able to say publicly that there are no restrictions on our 
monitoring'.

The US Navy was also very reluctant to have non-navy personnel wandering around their ships, a common attitude in 
most navies. It was carried to an extreme early in 1976 by the US Navy soon after the resumption of their nuclear 
powered ship visits when Ministry of Agriculture (MAF) staff were refused access to the meat lockers on some visiting 
conventionally powered ships. The MAF staff made inspections of all visiting vessels to ensure that any lockers 
containing rneat from countries suspected of supplying meat contaminated with foot and mouth or similar diseases were 
sealed by MAF while the vessels was in New Zealand ports. Again after some initial resistance to the US Navy's action, 
and its demands that MAF staff not come on board to inspect and seal meat lockers, the Muldoon Government yielded, 
and agreed to this in an exchange of Aide Memoires over the period November 1976 to June 1977. Copies of these are 
available. The MAF officials merely boarded a US Navy vessel and accepted an assurance from the captain that the 
meat was not contaminated. This sensitivity by the US Navy presumably applied particularly to their nuclear powered 
warships since it was only manifested after the resumption of visits by these vessels. It reached the extreme at one stage 
in 1976 of the US Navy even considering cancelling a port call because of the inspection problem.

Pressure of many sorts from the United States to accept their terms and requirements in relation to the movements of 
their warships were experienced over many years by New Zealand governments, and continued through the post-1984 
period. These examples from the Muldoon era are merely some illustrative examples of the varied forms these pressures 
took, then and later. This era is not the subject of this study, however, and a full discussion of events related to the visits 
of US Navy vessels including nuclear powered warships will be the subject of another study.

It is worth noting at this point that the Ministry files seen in 1996 covering US Navy warship visits during the Muldoon 
years show no evidence to support claims that Muldoon invited specific nuclear powered warships to visit, and his 
government ministers regularly denied this. From these files, the visits appear to have always been initiated by the 
Americans with diplomatic clearance requests from the US Embassy in Wellington. A note from the Secretary of 
Foreign Affairs to his Minister dated 26 September 19$0 included here supports this. This is not to say that no invitation 
was ever issued, informally perhaps in discussion, but that no such evidence has been seen except for a comment in a 
telegram relating to correspondence early in 1979 between US Navy Captain D Pringle and a New Zealand resident 
concerning NPW visits. In this Captain Pringle refers to the Secretary of the Navy's commitment to the New Zealand 
Prime Muldoon's request for a nuclear powered warship visit to New Zealand early in 1979. The nuclear powered 
submarine Haddo visited Auckland in January 1979.
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Certainly the suggestion in Clements' book p.86 (ref.l introduction) that Muldoon issued such an invitation in March 
1976 during the visit of Admiral Noel Gaylor, Commander-in-Chief of US Pacific Forces does not appear to hold up, 
because the US Embassy had already requested diplomatic clearance on 4 March that year for the visit by the nuclear 
powered Truxtun later in 1976, and Naylor did not visit until late in March. It is interesting to note that the 1982 
undated potted history of NPW visits referred to earlier says for 1975-6, US pressuring us with Truxtun visit.

Muldoon was, nevertheless, determined to have these visits, and at times appears to have pushed the procedural limits 
in arranging visits. A 17 June 1983 Ministry document, a note from a senior Foreign Affairs official to others in the 
Ministry states that the writer was, 'informed today by Navy that PM has "given the nod" to proposed visits by [USS] 
Texas. Now need to wait for the diplomatic clearance request from the US Embassy.' Here Muldoon is in effect 
authorising a nuclear powered warship visit without the standard formal procedures for such visits having been 
completed, and requiring the assurances from the Embassy as discussed above for this very visit by the Texas. Further, 
final permission for NPW visits had to be given by the Chairman of a special committee set up to consider NPW visit 
requests, as specified in AEC 500. This request was received on 21 June 1983, and the clearance granted on 26 July 
over a month after Muldoon gave "the nod" for the visit.

This episode has interesting implications. It suggests that informal discussions took place concerning proposed NPW 
visits, probably at a level above that of officials in the Ministry, that resulted in a tacit understanding concerning the 
acceptance by the New Zealand government of a visit, and that these preceded the formal clearance procedure. This 
despite the repeated claim by Muldoon that an impending visit was always heralded by a request from the American 
Embassy for clearance, see the 19 November 1982 blanket clearance document included here, p.2 para 6(ii), for 
example. Muldoon may have not directly invited the Americans to send nuclear powered warships here, but he 
undoubtedly did everything he could to encourage these visits.

As indicated in the introduction, the 1990 National Government commissioned a review of the safety of nuclear 
powered vessels. The report from a committee of three scientists which declared nuclear powered warships 'safe', was 
quite extensively criticised by the public and by specialists in the field in New Zealand, although it won favourable 
comment from official sources within the country and overseas. The report recommended a number of changes to the 
safety code AEC 500, which had been revised several times since it was first developed, This regular revision of this 
safety code was the responsibility of a subcommittee of the New Zealand Atomic Energy Committee, the NZAEC.

The Ministry files show that the NZAEC was disbanded in April 1986, and this would seem to imply that its 
subcommittees would have also ceased to function at that time. A request in April 1997 to the Minister of Defence for 
confirmation of this was answered by Dr. D McGregor, Chief Scientist in the Ministry of Research, Science and 
Teehnology. He stated that the subcommittee of the NZAEC involved did not meet after the last nuclear' powered ship 
visit in 1984, but continued to function until 1993 when it was forrnally disbanded. 'There is no body which is currently 
responsible for reviewing AEC 500, but the requirement for a review committee would be re-considered should the 
need arise.' (private communication, 28 April, 25 June 1997)

To conclude this brief discussion, and in the light of later events, it is worth noting that soon after the loss of the 1975 
election Labour clarified and hardened its opposition to visits by nuclear powered or armed vessels. Initially this may 
have been prompted to some extent by goading by National over Labour's equivocal position in 1975 on US Navy 
nuclear powered warship visits, see Clements pp.84-85, for example. But as time passed this became a clear stand by 
Labour into the 1980s. The only departure was by Lange when he became Leader of the New Zealand Labour Party in 
1983 and expressed
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uncertainty concerning banning nuclear powered vessels as well as nuclear armed vessels. The Party soon changed his 
mind, see his book pp.31-34.

1.5 The 1984 Policy

The reason for presenting this material is to establish unequivocally that the bans on visits by nuclear armed or powered 
vessels and nuclear armed aircraft introduced in July 1984 by the Labour Government were the first real and effective 
bans in New Zealand's history. The nuclear powered vessel ban was introduced despite the 1974 United States 
legislation relating to safety and accidents. The ban on nuclear capable vessels and aireraft applied to vessels and 
aircraft known to be, or judged to be, nuclear armed as will be discussed.

The difference between the pre- and post-July 1984 ship visit policies reflects the wide differences seen in the bases for, 
and traditions in, foreign policy between Labour and National. David McCraw, staff member in the Department of 
Political Science and Public Policy at the University of Waikato has examined these differences in 1996 and 1997 
papers ~

6
~ concerned with the National Party and Labour Party respectively. The core of Labour's tradition in foreign 

policy, he states, is idealism, while National's tradition is based firmly on national interests, the core national interests of 
trade and security, a pragmatic policy. This he sees reflected in National's conservatism and its strong desire for good 
relations with New Zealand's allies, to protect her core interests. By contrast he claims, Labour has been willing to 
adopt a more independent stance, to be more internationalist and aetive on the world scene.

There have, nevertheless, been considerable differences between the positions of the New Zealand Labour Party and the 
Labour parliamentary caucus. The party had long supported withdrawal from ANZUS, and at its 1983 annual 
conference only reluctantly accepted the Rowling compromise already discussed calling for a review of ANZUS. This 
was seen as an attempt to reconcile the party's desire for a strong non-nuclear policy with continued membership of an 
acceptable form of ANZUS that reflected a more independent foreign policy. This in turn reflected the reality that while 
there was growing community support for the non-nuclear policy, that support was not as strong on the question of 
withdrawal from ANZUS. However, at the 1985 annual conference, the party voted to withdraw from the alliance. This 
is seen by commentators as showing that they accepted the compromise in 1983 for political and not principled reasons. 
Meanwhile, the Labour caucus in the 1984 government supported continued membership of the alliance. Readers are 
referred to Lange's book for comments on the influence of the party, and to chapter two for his account of this 
compromise policy. As stated, no compromise form of ANZUS was ever accepted by the United States.

The policy was first put to the test in February 1985 following a request from the United States for a visit by the USS 
Buchanan, DDG14, a Charles F Adams class guided missile destroyer capable at the time of carrying anti-submarine 
rockets (ASROC) which could be equipped with a one kiloton W44 nuclear warhead or a conventional warhead ~~>. 
This request was refused. Details of events surrounding the request and its refusal appear somewhat unclear, and differ 
in different accounts. However, new material relating to this incident, obtained late in 1996 from the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs and Trade under the Official Information Aet, throw new light on these events. This forms the subject 
matter of the next chapter.

The anti-nuclear policy introduced by Labour in 1984 covered more than just the question of these ship visits. This is 
examined in the next working paper dealing with the legislation that followed and that is now the empowering 
document. The United States and the United Kingdom were both strongly critical of the policy and its impact on 
existing security arrangements, in particular on ANZUS in the case of the United States. The United States finally 
suspended its security commitments to New Zealand under ANZUS in August 1986.
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The anti-nuclear policy became law in June 1987, and Labour won the next election in August that year. National at the 
time was claiming that if returned to power it would return New Zealand to ANZUS but the country would at the same 
time remain nuclear free. How this would be achieved was not made clear except by vague references to trusting the 
United States and the United Kingdom to respect the nuclear-free policy. The weakness of this type of approach has 
been analysed extensively (2) and is examined in a subsequent working paper.

Throughout the period from the 1970s on, actions by peace groups, documents prepared by them, and names of peace 
activists, figure again and again in the Ministry files seen. In some instances these documents were used by the Ministry 
as input to assessments of important developments, the deployment of cruise missiles by the US Navy in the mid1980s 
and the assessment of the nuclear weapons capabilities of warships and aircraft in a November 1984 report IR 101/84 
by the External Intelligence Bureau , for example.
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CHAPTER TWO

THE SHIP VISIT FORMULA - DDG 14, USS BUCHANAN 

2.1 Introduction

July 1984 saw the Labour Party coming to the election with a platform that included the following commitments:

1. To pursue an independent foreign policy
2. To prohibit visits by nuclear armed and/or powered vessels or aircraft
3. To actively seek the establishment of a South Pacific Nuclear Weapons-Free Zone, and the prohibition of dumping of 
nuclear wastes and testing of nuclear weapons in the Pacific
4. To legislate to make New Zealand and its territorial waters nuclear free
5. To promote the development of adequate verification procedures for the 1972 Biological Weapons Convention, the 
strengthening of the Geneva Protocol to ban any use of chemical weapons, and a treaty banning the development or use 
of all weapons in outer space
6. To re-negotiate the terms of ANZUS for the purpose of ensuring the economic, social and political stability of the 
South East Asian and Pacific regions The basie requirements of an updated agreement will be New Zealand's 
unconditional anti-nuclear stance, the active promotion of a Nuelear Weapons-Free South Pacific, the acceptance of 
absolutely equal partnership in the alliance, and an absolute guarantee of the complete integrity of New Zealand's 
sovereignty.

As indicated in chapter one, the proposal to re-negotiate ANZUS was aimed at getting around the problem of the 
conflict between Labour's nuclear free policy and membership of ANZUS. Lange discusses this compromise proposal in 
his book pp.31-6, and says,

The proposal seemed essentially reasonable. It foresaw as association between New Zealand and the United States 
which did not depend for its existence on the visits of nuclear ships, and it gave the alliance partners the opportunity 
to decide how they might best jointly promote their common interests.

The President of the New Zealand Labour Party at that time was Margaret Wilson, now Professor Wilson of the School 
of Law, University of Waikato. In her book, Labour in Government 1984-1987 (1), chapter four, she also discusses the 
conflict between ANZUS and the nuclear free policy; saying p.60 that 'It seemed impossible to have both a non-nuclear 
policy and continued membership of ANZUS, but at that time it appeared that that was what the New Zealand public 
wanted.' She then discusses the 1984 election platform saying it 'reflected the perception that it was impossible to 
reconcile the two policies [ANZUS and the nuclear free policy] under the existing terms of the ANZUS Treaty.' This 
chapter provides an interesting insight into this whole period from the viewpoint of the Labour Party. The United States 
did not accept the compromise proposal, as has been stated.

The election platform was quite broad, and contained most of the elements found in the subsequent 1987 legislation as 
we will see in the second working paper in this series. Nevertheless, the key element that has always attracted by far the 
most attention, and that led to the breakdown of ANZUS, was the commitment to prohibit visits by nuclear armed or 
powered vessels or aircraft.
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Labour was elected with David Lange as Prime Minister. Government officials in defence and foreign affairs then faced 
the problem that a formula would have to be devised that might allow some possibility of reconciling Labour's 
determination to ban these visits with its desire for New Zealand to remain in ANZUS. This was not straightforward. 
Labour's promise required either a complete ban on all vessels and aircraft considered to be capable of carrying nuclear 
weapons, nuclear capable vessels or aircraft, or the provision of some means of classifying certain visits as acceptable 
to New Zealand meaning that no nuclear weapons would enter New Zealand. The former provision would have banned 
most of the combat vessels in the US Pacific Fleet.

Both possibilities conflicted strongly with the repeated declaration at meetings of the ANZUS Council that access to the 
ports and airfields of the ANZUS allies for the vessels and aircraft of the alliance partners was a vital aspect of the 
alliance. The idea of declaring some visits as acceptable also challenged the NCND policy in that declaring a certain 
vessel or aircraft as able to visit New Zealand said publicly that New Zealand considered the vessel or aircraft to be free 
of nuclear weapons at the tirne of the visit. Under the NCND policy, no such statement was ever made by the United 
States or the British. Labour claimed that there was no conflict with NCND in this type of formula, but the Arnericans 
and British rejected this subsequently.

Regardless of these apparently insurmountable problems, efforts continued through the rest of 1984 to find a procedure 
that accommodated both New Zealand's new nuclear armed ship and aircraft visit ban and NCND, and also recognised 
Labour's cornmitment to keeping New Zealand in ANZUS, acknowledging the strong support in the electorate at the 
time for ANZUS. In the latter half of 1984 and early 1985 it was the nuclear armament ban that was the stumbling block 
being discussed for the most part. Nuclear powered vessels were effectively included in this ban since almost all vessels 
of this type were at the time assumed to carry nuelear weapons. The procedure finally devised is referred to as 'the ship 
visit formula', visits by nuclear capable aircraft posing a lesser but not negligible problem.

Here we examine how events unfolded through 1984, culminating in a request by the United States for a visit in 1985 
by the guided missile destroyer, DDG 14 USS Buchanan, and the final refusal of that request. The presentation will be 
based very largely on material obtained late in 1996 under the Official Information Act, at the conclusion of a very long 
project begun in 1987 examining Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade files . This does not mean that other material is 
considered unimportant, but the Buchanan incident has been discussed extensively by other authors; see for example 
refs. l-3 of the introduction., The documents discussed here are considered to throw new light on this very interesting 
period, and to raise important questions about the position of the Labour Government and its officials in 1984 and 1985, 
some answers to which will be suggested.

A set of these documents, referred to as the 'Buchanan papers'; is included separately in this working paper as Appendix 
l, and the documents are referred to by date in the text. This is done to avoid extensive interruption of the text by the 
introduction of a considerable number of documents through the text. Further, it allows readers more easily to draw 
their own conclusion concerning the documents, and what they tell us. Some of the documents are quite heavily 
censored. Some documents were withheld under the Official Information Act. An appeal to the Ombudsman was made 
for the release of all material withheld, but with little success. Where useful material was released, this is included in the 
text with reference to the document to which it relates. Material is also drawn on from other documents seen in Ministry 
files.

The ship visit problem became essentially an ANZUS problem involving New Zealand and the United States, with 
Australia also playing an important role. The British, although less involved supported the American position as events 
unfolded.
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2.2 A Very Curious Situation

The situation in the latter months of 1984 was very strange and curious. The National Government elected in 
1975 had once more accepted visits by nuclear powered warships ;from the US Navy but was, nevertheless, 
very sensitive to public opinion concerning these visits. A considerable number of documents in the Ministry 
files show that as a result, government officials had spent a considerable amount of time from the mid-1970s and 
into the early 1980s investigating the policies of countries like the Scandinavian countries Denmark and Norway, 
Japan, and others regarding visits by nuclear powered or armed vessels, through New Zealand embassy contacts 
and by seeking information from other governments. By 19$4 they were very familiar with the various types of 
ship visit formulae in use by these countries, supposedly to keep nuclear weapons out of their ports and to deal 
with concerns about nuclear powered vessels where these arose.

They must also have been aware that existing formulae were widely regarded as ineffective where nuclear 
weapons were concerned. This applied, for example, to the Danish policy of trusting Denmark's allies to honour its 
policy of no nuclear weapons in Danish ports in peacetime, and to similar policies. It also applied to Japan's three 
nonnuclear principles banning the introduction of nuclear weapons, but then relying on a requirementthat the United 
States consult Japan before making any major change in the types of weapons deployed in Japan to say that since 
no such consultation had taken place, nuelear weapons did not enter Japanese ports. In these and other countries 
with nuclear weapons free port policies it was generally accepted that the Americans and British brought nuclear 
weapons into the ports of these countries covertly under cover of the NCND policy even in the case of military 
allies like Japan, and Denmark a member of NATO. An extensive analysis of these policies and the operation 
of the NCND policy is given in ref.2 of the previous chapter. It is difficult to understand how in these 
circumstances the officials hoped to find an acceptable formula for New Zealand.

As time went by, Lange himself had apparently changed his position on what might be acceptable to New Zealanders. 
The Dominion of 26 March 1983 reported him as saying that a Labour government would be prepared to trust the 
United States to honour a New Zealand policy banning nuclear weapons on visiting warships and Labour was 
committed to retaining ANZUS. Yet by July that year he had released a statement saying that as Prime Minister 
he would demand an assurance that visiting warships or aircraft were carrying no nuclear weapons before entry 
was allowed. The former position would have been unacceptable to many New Zealanders and to a vigilant peace 
movement. The latter called for assurances that neither the United States nor the British would give under NCND, 
assurances no other country had received.

George Shultz, American Secretary of State, had already indicated in a media conferenee on 17 July following 
the 1984 ANZUS Council meeting that he was looking for an Australian type compromise from New Zealand, 
accepting nuclear powered warships as safe, and accepting visits of a short duration by vessels possibly carrying 
nuclear weapons. This Council meeting came very soon after the July election and ironically it was outgoing 
National Government representatives who attended, not members of the new Labour Government. Shultz said 
that patience was called for, 'and we'll try to work our way through these problems'. He then reviewed what had 
happened in Australia. In this conference he also rejected any review of ANZUS of the sort Labour proposed, but 
confirmed there would be no trade sanctions imposed against New Zealand because of its nuclear policy. United 
States Admiral Crowe who was also present confirmed that no nuclear powered ship visits were planned for the 
next six months.

The documents seen all agree that it was an American decision not to send nuclear powered vessels for about 
six months from July 1984. They contradict claims by some
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previous writers, Clements for example in his book p. 130, that Lange asked the Americans to give him this period to 
work through the implications of the nuclear policy for future United States-New Zealand relations or, as Clements says 
the American Ambassador later elaimed, to convince the Labour Party of the need for ANZUS and ship visits. Lange 
vigorously denied these assertions. This decision by the Americans is seen as part of the strategy they were developing 
with otk~er officials from the ANZUS governments for a pattern of ship visits starting with the Buchanan.

However, in a letter also dated 17 July 1984 from Commodore N M Walker of the New Zealand Navy to the Secretary 
of Defence, Walker reports discussions with the American Naval Attache, at the American Embassy presumably. The 
Naval Attache stated that financial restrictions alone would mean that even if there had been no change of government, 
New Zealand would be seeing fewer American ships in the immediate future, and this could result in a breathing space 
apparently being granted by the United States without them actually having to change anything.

The letter continues.

He then went on to state (and at this time the impression gained was that he was producing the "party line"), that 
the one solution he could not see working was some bilateral agreement by which the U.S. would only 
send conventionally powered ships to New Zealand. The reason he gave for this was that if such an 
agreement was reached, the United States would come under considerable pressure from other 
countries (Japan and Spain were named as examples) for similar agreements, and of course would still not 
get around the nuclear armed problem.

The Attache also felt fairly certain that for the finaneial reasons given, nothing would be put to the test for at least four 
to six months, referring it would seem to nuclear powered vessels. So the basis for the temporary halt in requests for 
nuclear powered vessel visits is not completely clear.

On July 18 Shultz had reiterated that ANZUS was no alliance if nuclear armed or powered vessels eould not come to 
New Zealand, while on 31 July Lange had in a TV interview stated that Labour's policy was not negotiable and the 
United States was concerned that other countries might follow New Zealand.

In another interview with a reporter from the Japanese newspaper Asahi Shimbun, Lange said New Zealand would be 
considering different ways to implement the nuclear policy. He said that it should be possible to 'trust one's allies, and I 
would certainly not want to be heard saying I distrust the US ... I do expect if the policy is worked through, for it to be 
honoured.' He also said New Zealand could look at Norway and Japan and other models; but each situation was specific 
and New Zealand was trying to create a special understanding about New Zealand.

Yet in notes from a meeting between Lange, Shultz, and officials from both governments on 29 September 1984 in New 
York, a different picture emerges. Shultz in the discussion emphasised the safety record of US Navy nuclear powered 
vessels, and stressed that nuclear weapons were an essential part of deterrence, that NCND was a world wide policy and 
the United States

would have to stick to that policy. ... What was done with one ally would be transmitted elsewhere. There had to 
be a consistent policy.

The United States wanted to hold ANZUS together and appreciated that Lange also wanted this, Shultz commented. He 
said no nuclear ship visits to New Zealand were scheduled for some time. 'That had been deliberate policy'. (A 31 
August 1984
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docurnent cited below indicates that here by 'nuclear' he meant both nuclear armed and powered vessels, or was taken to 
mean this by New Zealand officials).

He also asked Lange what his intentions as Prime Minister were and how he would formulate a plan (concerning 
warship visits).

At some stage, if a policy was going to be changed, it was necessary to get up and advocate it. Change could not 
be brought about privately.

the notes report him as saying. He is clearly here looking for change to the New Zealand ship ban policy to 
acknowledge NCND and allow warship visits more or less as before the election, probably referring to an Australian 
style compromise.

Lange stated his belief that

a solution would not unfold unless there was a chance of a credible assurance to the vociferous [in New Zealand] 
that the United States had a different policy concerning nuclear weapons. He understood the "neither confirm nor 
deny " policy. He had to say - indeed it would be quite dishonest to give any other impression - that an Australian 
style compromise did not seem to offer a way out. ... Accordingly there had to be a prospect of some change in the 
[American] policy concerning nuelear weapons. He could imagine the American response - delivered not in anger 
but in sorrow - might be that it was "Curtains for ANZUS". In that event it would be necessary to ask what lay 
ahead for the United States/New Zealand relationship.

Here Lange is standing firm on New Zealand's policy but no longer calling for assurances regarding visiting warships 
being free of nuclear weapons. Instead he is seeking a softening of the NCND policy. This did not happen.

An American official cited the Norwegian position of no nuclear weapons on Norwegian territory in peacetime, of a 
recognition of the role of deterrence and that consequently nuclear weapons might or might not be on ships in transit, 
and of not considering weapons in transit to be on Norwegian territory. 'The United States could live with that policy', 
he said. Lange responded that this was akin to the Australian position.

A copy of these revealing notes°is included as Appendix 2. They cover a range of important topics, and provide a 
faseinating glimpse of the frankness and informality that existed betweerr Shultz and Lange at the meeting. We see 
Lange distancing himself from the Labour Party on some aspects of the ship visit issues. We see his desire to ensure that 
there was no threat of economic sanctions because of the nuclear policy, and see him assuring the Americans over the 
South Pacific Nuclear Free Zone initiative. The notes warrant careful study. They already contain a threat of retaliatory 
steps the Americans would take if ANZUS was threatened, steps they later did take. The notes, and many other 
documents, also affirm Labour's strong desire at the time to keep New Zealand in ANZUS somehow. Out of interest, the 
speech referred to on page 2 was given by then Minister of Defence Frank O'Flynn and contained a reference to 
blowing up bridges if necessary to defend New Zealanders in an attack.

While these notes seem quite authentic, some doubt is cast on their accuracy by statements in Lange's book Nuelear 
Free - The New Zealand Way (ref. 3 introduetion). On p.78 referring to this meeting he says,

No more than Shultz had asked me to water down our nuclear-free policy had I asked Shultz to make an 
exception to his government's persistent refusal to confirm or deny the presence of nuclear weapons on 
American vessels.
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The notes tell a different story. It can be argued that from the notes, Lange may not have said directly that NCND must 
change, and Shultz may not have asked directly for New Zealand's policy to be changed. But if the notes are accurate, 
both changes clearly were discussed. NIcky Hager, well known peace researcher who was deeply involved in nuclear 
issues from the mid-1970s, and particularly in the Buchanan episode, considers that Lange was probably being 
diplomatic in retrospect in his book. Lange also states on p.78 that he never got any information from American 
officials about the armament of the Buchanan. 'As far as I was concerned, American adherence to the policy of "neither 
confirm nor deny" was absolute.'

Regardless, these statements by Shultz and Lange make it clear that Lange must have known by late September 1984 
that the Americans would not shift on NCND, that an acceptable New Zealand formula was going to be very difficult if 
not impossible to find, and that the ship visit question was going to be vital for the survival of ANZUS. Nevertheless, 
we see on page 5 of the notes Shultz and Lange agreeing that the Americans should make their normal December 
request for blanket clearance for all visits by United States warships. A copy of the response by the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs dated 20 December 1984 to the resulting request was included in chapter one. This response again expressed the 
desire of the Labour Government to be seen as wanting to keep New Zealand in ANZUS, and 'to ensure access of 
United States naval ships within the framework of its policies on visiting warships'. This was in fact one of the first 
documents to present the ship visit formula finally decided on, but was not a public document.

That the Labour Government did indeed want US Navy visits to continue is shown in a long telegram marked 
confidential and dated 13 December 1984 from Mervyn Norrish, Secretary of Foreign Affairs, to Heads of New Zealand 
Posts/Missions concerning ANZUS and Ship Visits. Norrish is informing overseas posts of developments since the July 
election, and says that endeavouring to resolve the ANZUS/ship visits issue 'has been a preoccupation since the 
election'. For very good reasons, he say, the whole subjeet has been played 'close to the Prime Minister's chest'. Section 
5 of this telegram refers to the above December blanket clearance request and continues,

It is felt [by the Ministry or certainly by Norrish] to be important that before too long New Zealand host a visit by 
a US Navy combatant to demonstrate that the ship ban is not totally exclusive and that we wish to maintain an 
active partnership in ANZUS which includes some US Navy port calls.

We will return to this telegram a copy of which is included as Appendix 3.

A 9 October telegram from Wellington to Washington reported an interview with Lange in which he also stated that he 
expected ANZUS to continue. He said renegotiating ANZUS really only applied to incorporating the nuclear policy, and 
the policy is 'not to have a nuclear umbrella and not to have New Zealand as part of a pre-emptive nuclear strike 
capacity'. This is interesting in relation to arguments as to whether or not ANZUS is a nuclear alliance, to be presented 
in a later working paper.

Lange was by this time also saying no assurance concerning the absence of nuclear weapons would be sought, and was 
reported in the Evening Post for 17 December 1984 saying New Zealand will exercise with its ANZUS parfiers if it is 
consistent with the nuclear policy. This extension of the policy to cover joint exercises is considered in subsequent 
working papers.

In addition to the difficult task of trying to reconcile two essentially irreconcilable policies by some sort of compromise, 
Lange's Government was operating under the watchful eyes of a very active peace movement concerned to see that the 
nuclear policy was honoured in fu1L Leading activists were worried by the possibility of just such a move to a 
compromise position by the Government. They were watching for any
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indication of this, and were prepared to act to try and prevent any such move. They also were well informed on the ship 
visit policies of other countries and their weaknesses. Lange was undoubtedly referring to them among the 'vociferous' 
in his 29 September meeting with Shultz.

An interesting exchange that took place in the Norwegian Parliament in February 1985 concerning the New Zealand 
policy and Norway's position on nuclear armed ship visits is presented by Stuart McMillan in his book Neither Confirm 
Nor Deny chapter 8, (ref. 2 of the introduction). When challenged to follow New Zealand's example and strengthen 
their policy, the Norwegian Government refused. He also gives an account of some of the various ship visit formulae 
used by other countries and, as here, concludes that none would be aeceptable to New Zealand.

This then was the very curious situation that prevailed following the July election. While knowing the task to be 
fundamentally impossible, New Zealand officials were making great efforts to find a way around the ship visit problem 
in the hope of preserving ANZUS. What gave them hope that the impossible might occur? The answer taken here as 
coming from the Buchanan papers and other Ministry documents is that these New Zealand officials were working 
closely with their American counterparts to resolve the issue, and considered that they had found at least an interim 
solution that would allow time for a more enduring position to be formulated. Australian Government officials were 
also collaborating. Evidence for these clairns is seen in the position adopted by the Americans following the 1984 
election.

2.3 The American Position

Two major military exercises involving Australian, New Zealand and United States forces had been in preparation for 
some time prior to the 1984 election. These were TRIAD 84; an ANZUS exercise involving ground and air forces 
planned for October 1984, and Sea Eagle 85, a maritime ANZUS exercise to be held in March 1985 whieh would 
no~tnally have been followed by a visit to New Zealand by one or more of the US Pacific Fleet participants. Had the 
Americans really wanted to show their immediate disapproval of New Zealand's new anti-nuclear position they could 
have cancelled these exercises in July 1984. This did not happen. Planning continued, and TRIAD 84 went ahead. 
Planning also continued for Sea Eagle 85. By contrast, after the Buchanan incident this exereise was cancelled, but not 
because New Zealand placed any conditions on participating as we will see. This contrast in outcomes suggests that at 
the time of TRIAD 84 the Americans were confident that New Zealand's policy was not a matter of major concern, and 
that a solution to the difficulties it raised would emerge that they could accept. This was no longer the situation 
following the Buchanan incident.

The Americans were in late 1984 treating New Zealand like any other ally with a policy prohibiting nuclear weapons in 
its ports in principle. They were happy to continue military contacts as long as no real hindranee to their mavements of 
nuclear weapons or challenge to NCND oecurred. It was not the existence of New Zealand's policy they objected to, but 
its application against them, which had not yet happened. Events relating to TRIAD 84 make this clear.

This exercise involved American F-16 aircraft capable of carrying nuclear weapons, but no real challenge to their 
nuclear armed status during the exercise was made by New Zealand authorities. The reasons for this are spelled out in a 
memo from Norrish to Lange dated 31 August 1984 and headed, 'Request for Clearance for United States Air Force 
Aircraft'. A copy is included as Appendix 4. Norrish refers to Shultz having made it clear, on 29 September presumably, 
that 'the United States is not going to force the issue of visits of nuclear powered or equipped platforms before early 
1985' as one reason. It was also argued that aircraft can arm with nuclear weapons from bases in a few hours should 
they need to and would not have to carry them during a routine
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exercise, while this is not the case for ships away from their bases. Norrish proposed that in the light of Shultz' 
statement a routine clearance would suffice with no specific reference to the nuclear policy. Lange concurred.

The United States nevertheless insisted that NCND applied for TRIAD 84. This was made clear in a statement by 
Richard W Teare, Deputy Chief of Mission at the US Embassy on 4 October 1984. While confirming that exceptions to 
NCND had been made for some B-52 operations in Australia, 'These exceptions do not apply to the aircraft in TRIAD' 
he said. So October 1984 saw 18 American fighter planes, some nuclear capable, in the air over a wide area of New 
Zealand despite the nuclear policy, to the accompaniment of vigorous protest in some places.

By contrast, some interesting indiscretions relating to NCND and TRIAD 84 were made by Ncw Zealand spokesmen. 
David Thomson, then Minister of Defence in the National Government, stated in Parliament on 14 June 1984 that the 
Chief of Defence Staff, Air Marshal Jamieson, had reported that 'There is not and never has been any question of any 
nuclear powered or armed units taking part'. (NZPD vo1.456 p.386, 14 June 19$4) The new Labour Minister of 
Defence, Frank O'Flynn, gave the same assurance in a report featured in The Dominion for 8 September, saying some of 
the American aircraft taking part were no doubt capable of carrying nuclear weapons ,'but none will be so armed'. But 
from the American point of view NCND applied fully to this exercise, so it presented no challenge to their position and 
went ahead as planned despite the change of government in New Zealand, which for its part was anxious for the 
exercise to proceed as a signal that ANZUS was still in good health.

This period saw intensive consultation between officials from the two governments concerning the ship visit problem. 
The Norrish telegram of 13 December 1984 in section 4 reports a number of high level bilateral meetings between 
foreign ministers and between officials and defence staff 'of the ANZUS members' providing opportunities to explore 
possible options and areas of potential accommodation. The next meeting of the ANZUS Council in Canberra probably 
mid-July 1985 was seen as the deadline for finding a solution. NCND was now aecepted as not open to amendment, but 
the two positions, NCND and New Zealand's firm rejection of nuclear armed or powered vessels, were not seen as 
totally irreconcilable. But any understanding may well have to ineorporate an element of trust, the telegram states in 
section 6.

The Government will have to be able to say publicly and with absolute credibility that it is reasonable to assume 
that any particular vessel is not nuclear-armed.

Earlier it says that looking at the possible form of a solution,

the Government recognises that there will almost certainly have to be some measure of self-determination on our 
part in identifying acceptable visits.

The final ship visit formula was emerging from the consultations being held, which ineluded a visit to Hawaii by Air 
Marshal Jamieson, then Chief of Defence Staff, to meet the Commander in Chief of the Pacific Fleet for discussions 
concerning the proposed ship visit, (see Jamieson's 1990 book Friend or Ally  New Zealand at odds with its past 
pp.34-5, ref.4, introduction). Norrish also went to Washington. What the Buchanan papers throw new light on is just 
how far those consultations went, and the extent of the planning for the renewal of US Navy visits. We turn to these 
papers next. There are many details in other documents seen in the Ministry files relevant to this discussion, but space 
precludes their inclusion. The documents will be made available for interested readers.
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2.4 The Buchanan Papers - Planning for the Buchanan Visit

The New Zealand ship visit formula, which is quite unique, first appears in the Buchanan papers and other Ministry 
documents in December 1984. It was reported in essence in The Dominion for 18 December, and stated in brief terms in 
the 20 Decernber clearance docurnent from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to the American Embassy, presented earlier 
but also included in the Buchanan papers. It is spelled out fully in papers dated 21 December 1984 provided by Norrish 
for Lange including a draft memorandum for Cabinet to come from Lange, but from his book (ref.3 introduction, 
pp_87-8) it was apparently not presented in this form, events having overtaken the planned scenario. This is an 
intriguing set of papers.

The formula, as proposed by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to the Government in the Cabinet memorandum, assumes 
an acceptance that the United States will make no exception to NCND and that New Zealand likewise has a clear and 
categorical requirement that nuclear armed ships will not enter New Zealand ports. The memorandum continues,

To reconcile these positions it is plain that the Government must come to its own assessment of the armament of a 
given vessel for which a port visit is requested. I am confident that we can make such a judgement.

The assessrnent will be made in consultation with the Defenee authorities. Unlike almost any other part of the 
world, the South Pacific is a region free of great power contention and is unlikely to attract conflict at the nuclear 
level. We are entitled to bear this in mind. We will of course also take account of such factors as the type of vessel, 
whether or not it is fitted with nuelear-weapons capable systems; its recent operational history, the purpose of its 
current voyage and subsequent plans.

I acknowledge that it may not be possible to say with 100% certainty that a vessel carries no nuclear weapons. On 
the one hand however some categories of vessels plainly fall outside the Government's criteria and would not be 
granted aceess eg battleships; large aircraft carriers, or ballistic missile submarines. On the other hand the many 
smaller vessels which have no strategic roles can be judged according to the above criteria. It is intended that this 
be done on a case by case basis. British naval visits (and those of other nuclear powers) will give rise to exactly the 
same issues and will accordingly have to be judged by the same criteria.

Because of its concern over safety standards and procedures, the Government will not receive nuclear powered 
vessels.

The Government's policy has been formally advised to the United States by diplomatic note on 20 December 1984 
responding to their note of 13 December 1984 in which diplomatic clearance was requested for the year 1985 for 
all visits of United States Navy ships. ... Our response indicates that clearance will have to be sought for each 
individual ship visit. The first such clearance sought is for a visit in March of a ship taking part in the ANZUS 
exercise "Sea Eagle".

This is in effect the formula incorporated in the final 1987 legislation except that there it is the Prime Minister only who 
ultimately decides the acceptability or otherwise of a given vessel. The 21 December papers hint at this in saying 'We 
have drafted the [Cabinet] paper on the assumption that you will not want Cabinet as a whole to sit in judgement on 
each individual ship visit. Presumably you will cover this orally'.

It was the formula presented to the American Embassy in the 20 December clearance note, although not in such detaiL 
They were, nevertheless, undoubtedly fully aware of
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the detail as shown by lack of any immediate negative reaction to it. They also knew it would be applied initially in 
particular circumstances designed not to challenge NCND openly, since this had all been planned in advance by 
representatives of the three ANZUS governments as the papers of 21 December 1984 clearly show. It is worth 
remembering at this point that by April 1986 both the new American Ambassador, Paul Cleveland, and United Kingdom 
Minister of State, Foreign and Commonwealth Office, Baroness Young, were condemning this same formula as 
unacceptable in terms of NCND (see ref.2 chapter 1, p.26).

It is immediately obvious from this draft Cabinet document that Norrish and others in his Ministry knew in late 1984 
that the Buchanan visit was planned. Remember these papers are dated 21 December 1984, yet no foiuial request for a 
visit by the Buchanan was received by the Ministry until mid-January 1985. This, and much more is revealed in the 
second paper of this set.

This is described as the 'latest version of a chronology of the steps leading up to the ANZUS Council.', referring to the 
next Council meeting planned for mid-1985. It warrants detailed examination. The reference to this being the 'latest 
version' shows that planning for the events listed had been in progress for some time. The first entry simply refers to the 
US Embassy request for the no~~~ial annual blanket ship visit clearance of 13 December cited in the draft Cabinet 
memorandum, and the second to New Zealand's response. The first really interesting entry is that for the week 
beginning 14 January 1985 with the United States lodging a'request for a visit by a conventionally powered combatant 
ship (Buchanan) as a follow-on to Exercise Sea Eagle`.

Remember again this was dated 21 December 19$4. It names the ship as the Buchanan, and sets the date for the 
clearance request for it. This request came from the American Embassy on 18 January in fact, in the week specified in 
the chronology showing that the programme had been planned well in advance by New Zealand and American officials. 
The chronology proposed that Cabinet be presented with the draft memorandum on 28 January and, presumably, be 
persuaded to accept the planned visit. Then early in February Lange was to announce these plans publicly.

Following Sea Eagle, the visit by the Buchanan was planned for mid-March together with an 'Australian warship of 
similar characteristics'. This is further evidence of Australian collaboration in this whole episode, suggested by the 
reference to 'the ANZUS rnembers' cited earlier in the 13 December telegram. Other documents support the conlention 
that Australian officials were at this time also working with their ANZUS partner counterparts to ensure the return of 
US Navy ships to New Zealand.

That other US Navy ships and not just the Buchanan were expected is shown by the next entry for May/June 1985 
which says,

US plan to have a secorid ship of similar characteristics to the Buchanan in the AustralialNew Zealand area and 
currently plan to seek clearance for a visit and impromptu exercise.

So even in December 1984, and by inference earlier than this in previous draft chronologies, Norrish and others 
including Lange knew that a small programme of US Navy visits to New Zealand was planned up to May/June 1985 
leading up to the ANZUS Council meeting, given in this chronology to be held mid-July 1985. This whole programme 
was prepared more than six months in advance, involving collaboration and possibly collusion between New Zealand, 
American, and almost certainly Australian officials. It may have been normal for the US Navy to plan this much ahead 
for the movements of its ships, but the context here was quite unusual, New Zealand having just adopted its nuclear ship 
visit policy. To plan for a second visit at this sensitive juncture in New Zealand's political history was very significant 
and does, possibly, suggest collusion to undermine the ship visit policy by accustoming New
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Zealanders to visits by 'acceptable' ships in advance of a gradual return to a more normal pattern of visits.

This document makes undeniably evident the extent and range of planning for a return to as near as possible normal 
ANZUS operations by New Zealand before the 1985 ANZUS Council meeting; without an unacceptable breach 
of New Zealand's ship visit policy. It confi~~ns long held suspicions that such collaborative planning did take place. 
What was planned for the ANZUS meeting and beyond, had this US Navy visit programme and the 1985 
meeting gone ahead, is not known. Further ship visits, followed by some agreement at the meeting concerning 
the future of the New Zealand policy that would see ship visits continue, was a possible scenario of the sort 
that worried anti-nuclear activists in New Zealand. The Buchanan did not visit and the meeting was postponed. 
New Zealand has not attended ANZUS meetings since 1984.

All this should, perhaps, not be too surprising since Jamieson himself states in his book p.35 that

A New Zealand representative [undoubtedly Jamieson] was sent to take part in the selection of the ship to 
be nominated [the Buchanan]. He reported back more than two months before the formal application was lodged.

The forrnal application for clearance for the visit of the Buchanan was lodged on 18 January 1985, so Jamieson is 
saying that those involved in New Zealand knew what ship it would be before mid-November 1984. 
However, he makes no mention of planning for the second visit.

At the time, Iate 1984 early 1985, there were certainly those government officials who were antipathetie to, or 
even strongly opposed to, the nuclear policy of the new government. One such was in fact Air Marshal 
Jamieson, now Sir Ewan Jamieson. His position is made clear in his 1990 book. It would have been surprising 
also if some government officials who had long served in prev'rous National administrations did not retain their 
loyalties to past policies, and to ties threatened by the actions of the new government. These officials would have 
been happy to see New Zealand's policy modified along the lines of the Danish or Australian formulae.

What their h'opes or intentions for the post-Buchanan era were are not known, and to what extent any plans for a 
weaker New Zealand stance were shared by members of the Labour Government is also not known. It must be 
remembered that at this time the new government faced a very difficult economic situation; and its energies were 
directed extensively towards these problems as well as the general problems associated with being newly in 
office: Lange and others would have been relying heavily on their officials to guide them on the ship visit 
question at this crucial time. Indications from some in the Labour Government at that time are that the large 
majority of its MPs were strongly behind the nuelear policy and its strict enforcement. On the other hand, some 
officials, it is suspected, wanted to see the nuclear policy overturned and a return to former ANZUS times, seeing 
this as in the best interests of New Zealand.

Hager does not consider that the Labour Government was trying to be duplicitous over the nuclear policy, but was 
led by officials to believe that US Navy visits were sti11 possible. He says that the Labour Government was being 
encouraged by its officials to believe that a solution was possible that did not compromise the nuclear policy, 
subsequently to realise, faced with a specific ship request and advice from the public and Labour Party in 
conflict with that from the officials, that the solution offered amounted 'to a sellout of the policy'.

The officials involved hoped, presumably, that the Labour Government would accept less than one hundred percent 
certainty that visiting warships were free of nuclear weapons; and that once a ship visit pattern was re-established, 
restrictions on the tvpes
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of ships visiting could slowly be relaxed. But as the Buchanan episode showed, in the end New Zealand was satisfied 
that a visit was allowable only if the ship could be guaranteed with certainty to be free of nuclear weapons. The 
Buchanan was equipped ta carry nuclear weapons, and could not be guaranteed definitely free of them at the time of the 
proposed visit.

There were ships in the US Pacific Fleet that were not equipped to carry nuclear weapons. An alternative strategy to re-
establish visits would have been to send only ships in this group for a period sufficient to calm public concern in New 
Zealand. However, an analysis of the composition of the US Pacific Fleet in this period from US Navy lists and public 
sources indicates that, excluding battleships and large aircraft carriers that were seen as not acceptable in the draft 
Cabinet paper, of the remaining near 90 conventionally powered combat ships only about 20% were not equipped to 
carry nuclear weapons. Submarines would have been excluded as almost all these were nuclear powered. As we will 
see, an attempt by Lange to implement this strategy failed.

Such selective behaviour for New Zealand would, in any case, have been difficult for the United States as other non-
nuclear allies were watching very closely to see how events in New Zealand unfolded. They might also have begun 
demanding special treatment in relation to ship visits, no nuclear powered vessels or major combatants for example, had 
New Zealand received prolonged selective attention. This would have been a problem for the US Navy in the case of 
countries of high strategic importance like Japan and the Scandinavian countries. New Zealand was not seen as having 
similar strategic importance. We have already seen an indication that New Zealand could not have expected too long a 
period without a request for a nuclear powered vessel visit for the sarne reason, other allies wanting the same treatment.

We now move to 21 January 1985 in the Buchanan papers, with Lange in the Tokelaus on an official visit. The Ministry 
gave an assurance that no documents from the intervening period from 21 December 1984 had been withheld, and 
attributed the lack of material for this interval of about a month to it covering the Christmas period. Events were 
developing rapidly following a leaked report that the United States Embassy had lodged a request with the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs for a visit by a specific ship. This was reported in the Sydney Morning Herald, on 21 January according 
to Landais-Stamp and Rogers p.74 (ref.5, introduction), who also cite a related article on 22 January in The Dominion.

Lange in his book pp.85-6 attributes this leak to 'unnamed official sources in Washington', and treats the Sydney 
Morning Herald article as a very serious blow to the planning by the officials for the visit. He says that according to the 
article, the visit was designed to put New Zealand and its policy on the spot, because a question mark hung over the as 
yet unnamed ship's armament - nuclear or not. The visit was a move intended to put immediate pressure on the New 
Zealand Government the Herald reported according to Lange. He says this macho stance by the American State 
Department 'sank the Buchanan'. The officials' plans were now valueless, Lange states, 'destroyed by the brutal 
assertion that the Buchanan's visit would be a triumph of American nuclear policy'.

Whether this was all so evident at the time is not obvious, but moves on the one side to have the visit proceed 
continued, while in other quarters moves to stop it developed rapidly. Geoffrey Palmer, Acting Prime Minister during 
Lange's absence in the Tokelaus, issued press statements on 21 and 22 January in response to the leak. The first 
confirmed the request for a US Navy ship visit to follow the Sea Eagle exercise, stating that 'I would expect it to be 
several weeks before a decision is made and conveyed to the United States Government'. This agrees with the 21 
December 1984 chronology which has Lange announcing the visit early in February 1985.
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The 22 January press release was more detailed and spelt out how the Government would assess the 
acceptability of the ship named by the United States in terms of New Zealand's ban on nuclear armed ships. In 
particular, Palmer said, the assessment would rely on 'the expertise of our own military and intelligence advisers'. 
As we will see, this press release and similar indications by Palmer that the Buchanan could not be guaranteed 
with complete certainty to be free of nuclear weapons while in New Zealand waters, but was only judged to be so by 
the Government's advisers, was crucial in what followed. The texts of both press releases can be found in the 
Buchanan papers.

2.5 The Buchanan - Nuclear Armed or Not

The next two documents in the Buchanan papers were prepared by Air Marshal Jamieson, as Chief of 
Defence Staff, for the Minister of Defence, the first arguing that he considered that the Buchanan would be free of 
nuclear weapons for its visit, and the second presenting a strategy to reduce the public impact of the visit. They 
are both dated 24 January, after the Buchanan visit leak and Palmer's press releases. This is considered to be 
significant.

The first document is a surprisingly weak analysis of the likelihood that the Buchanan might be carrying nuclear 
weapons at the time of the proposed visit to New Zealand. The Buchanan was equipped to carry ASROC anti-
submarine weapons which could have nuelear or conventional warheads. Jamieson argued that only a small 
proportion of ASROC warheads were nuclear, something over 4%, so it was likely that the majority of 
ASROC systems were fitted with conventional warheads. He does not consider that it was equally possible 
that ASROC equipped warships on extended cruises might carry a small number of nuclear warheads for use 
in a crisis. We will discuss the Buchanan's movements soon.

Jamieson argued that the Buchanan being old and not scheduled for major modernisation, it was in his 
judgement a second-rank ship, unlikely 'to be held at a high state of readiness for commitment to a situation of 
such critical importance that the possible employment of nuclear weapons might be contemplated'.

He then presents two surprising arguments, the first concerning the problems of storage of nuclear weapons saying 
that it would be reasonable to expect these to be avoided if possible; and the second that of crew members in port 
possibly revealing the nuclear armed status of their ship making it desirable not to carry these weapons, 'unless 
nuclear weapons were essential to the current operational role and status of a particular ship. I do not consider 
that true of the Buchanan'.

These are very weak arguments. The problem of nuclear weapons carriage was common to most US Navy vessels 
at that time, but could not be avoided by leaving the weapons at the homeports of the ships or at storage bases 
because of the difficulty of loading the weapons in a crisis. Refer again to ref.2, chapter 1 for a discussion of 
this point. As for crew gossip, it has to be conceded that NCND was a strikingly successful policy in all respects, 
with very few incidents of this sort known in all the years and over all the vessels the policy covered.

This was in essence the basis for Jamieson's conclusions. He stated that,

Like almost all other anti-submarine warships in the USN the USS Buchanan is fitted with ASROC, which is its 
only weapon system capable of being nuclear armed. I can give no absolute guarantee that the ship does not 
carry any nuclear warheads for that purpose but after careful consideration of the facts and arguments 
outlined in paras 6-10 [in the document) I believe it is most unlikely. I therefore offer for your consideration my 
assessment that it is most unlikely that the USS Buchanan at the time of its proposed visit to New Zealand would 
carry any nuclear weapons.
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Jamieson then supplied details of the Buchanan taken from public sourees, including rather amusingly a peace 
organisation publication, the Nuclear Weapons Data Book vol. l, by Thomas B Cochran.

He may well have been correct, and the Buchanan might have been expected to be free of nuclear weapons as the 
Americans were at the time cooperating with New Zealand to secure a ship visit. The visit by the Buchanan had been 
long and well planned after all, as we have seen. Nevertheless, Jamieson's case as presented was weak, and based only 
on suppositions, unless officials in the New Zealand Government, including Jamieson, had inside information about the 
situation. But even if they did, they would not have been able to say so publicly, and such information could not have 
been cited to justify allowing the visit. We will return to this point also.

The Ombudsman states that paragraph 5 in this document which was withheld, contains information about weapons 
systems employed by the British, Australian and United States navies as well as the New Zealand Navy. It was withheld 
on the advice of the Chief of Defence Force.

Jamieson in his arguments does not refer to the movements of the Buchanan prior to its planned participation in exercise 
Sea Eagle, although from his visit to Hawaii he must have been aware of them. The ships movements are relevant to the 
discussion of its nuclear armed status since warships on extended cruises away from nuclear weapons storage bases 
were much more likely to carry their nuclear'weapons for emergency use than if they were operating close to a 
replenishment point.

Global port call lists for all US Navy vessels for 1984 and 1985 obtained from the US Navy under the Freedom of 
Information Act detail the movements of the Buchanan. The port calls the ship made were as follows:

Date Port Country

15-20 June 1984 Pear1 Harbour Hawaii, USA
2-5 November Pearl Harbour Hawaii
8-15 December Hong Kong Hong Kong
18-31 December Subic Bay Philippines
1-12 January 1985 Subic Bay Philippines
19-21 January Phayatta Thailand
26-26 January Sattahip Thailand
1-14 February Subic Bay Philippines
22-25 February Rabaul Papua New Guinea
4-7 March Sydney Australia
14-17 March Brisbane Australia
(23-27 March Wellington New Zealand - planned)
22-22 March Rabaul Papua New Guinea
29-31 March Cebu Philippines
1-12 April Subic Bay Philippines
27-28 April Manila Philippines
30 April-5 May Subic Bay Philippines
17 May Pearl Harbour Hawaii

The gap in this record between June and November 1984, and the lack of any record of port calls after May 1985, 
suggest that in this 1984 period and after the visit to Pearl Harbour on 17 May, the Buchanan returned to a mainland 
United States port or ports since these ports are not included in the lists supplied. This schedule of port ca11s, at least up 
to the proposed visit to Wellington, must have been planned before the Buchanan left Pearl Harbour on 5 November 
1984, and would have been familiar to Jamieson.
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Pearl Harbour is the only port listed at which nuclear weapons were stored by the US Navy. If the Buchanan was free of 
nuclear weapons for the time when it was scheduled to visit New Zealand, it must have off-loaded any such weapons it 
was carrying in Hawaii during the 2-5 November 1984 port call, and not reloaded them again until it returned to Hawaii 
on 17 May 1985, some six and a half months later. It was only in Pearl Harbour for one day however in May, not long 
to reload nuclear weapons that require careful handling. The alternative of off-loading at sea for its visit to Wellington 
has been considered in general in ref.2 of chapter one. It is described by the US Navy as one of the most hazardous of 
all shipboard operations, not undertaken except for very special reasons.

What this evidence suggests is that the Buchanan would quite conceivably have been carrying its nuclear weapons for 
the six and a half months it was on its cruise in late 1984 and the first half of 1985, and when it was due to visit New 
Zealand. This was still in the cold war era, and there is no good reason to assume that a nuclear capable US Navy ship 
would undertake a cruise of this duration away from nuclear weapons storage bases without its own supply of nuclear 
weapons. The fact that its call at Pearl Harbour in May 1985 was so short reinforces the argument that Buchanan may 
have had nuclear weapons on board at that time and did not need to reload them.

The conclusion drawn is that it would have been very difficult for the New Zealand officials to say with any certainty 
that Buchanan would be free of nuclear weapons for its proposed visit to New Zealand, particularly as Jamieson makes 
no mentiort of the ship's cruise details except to claim it was based within the US Seventh Fleet operating out of Japan. 
However, he does say further that he expects the Buchanan to return to Japan

after its deployment to the South Pacific for exercise purposes. It is therefore operating within two regions in 
which the presence of nuclear weapons is an exceptionally sensitive matter.

He is presumably referring to Japan with its non-nuclear principles, and sensitivities in the South Pacific. It is 
conceivable that, in view of the leak about the visit, Jamieson may have been suggesting that the Buchanan was coming 
from and returning to supposedly nuclear free Japan rather than, as he knew, Hawaii to support his claim that the ship 
would not be carrymg nuclear weapons. We will return to this point.

Lange in his book p.80 also refers to a ship coming to New Zealand straight from Japanese waters, probably as a result 
of Jamieson's comments, but this not being a guarantee that it carried no nuclear weapons. It did seem to be known, 
subsequently that Buchanan sailed from Hawaii and returned there. Anthony Hubbard in an article on the Buchanan 
incident published in The Dominion Sunday Times for 29 March 1987 states this.

The only real grounds the officials could have had for claiming that iC was very unlikely the Buchanan would be 
carrying nuclear weapons to New Zealand was information given to them by the Americans. In an interesting statement 
by Lange reported in The New Zealand Herald, for 29 August 1986, Lange hints quite strongly at undertakings given by 
the Americans to some in New Zealand about the nuclear armed status of the Buchanan for its proposed visit. He is 
quoted as saying the United States made a genuine attempt to satisfy New Zealand that the USS Buchanan would not 
have carried nuclear weapons during its proposed visit last year.

I welcomed the prospect. I really did hope that the accommodation we wanted would in fact be possible.
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Jamieson in his book p.35 also hints that all possible steps were taken to ensure that the Buchanan visit went ahead. He 
says,

The application [for clearance for the Buchanan] was made in full agreement between the United States and New 
Zealand Governments. A New Zealand representative was sent to take part in the selection of the ship nominated.

This arrangement for someone outside the US Navy to have input to the selection of the ship was extremely unusual, 
and reflected the extent of the desire on the part of the Americans for a successful visit. They might well in this 
particular situation have been willing to send the Buchanan on its cruise from Hawaii without nuclear weapons, and to 
have made this known to Jamieson in Hawaii. But we are now in the realm of speculation.

Regardless, Lange in the 29 August 1986 Herald article says that as the time for the visit approached, it became obvious 
that whatever the United States said in private or in confidence, in public it would be silent and would require the 
Government to be silent.

The New Zealand Government would not be allowed to assert that the Buchanan was not armed with nuclear 
weapons. The vessel would remain cloaked in ambiguity.

What he is saying is that, as with Triad 84, for the Americans NCND would not in any way be compromised by the 
Buchanan visit.

The New Zealand External Intelligence Bureau (EIB) had prepared two reports for use in evaluating the possible 
nuclear armed status of American warships. These are Nuclear Capabilities of Ships, Submarines, and Aircraft, IR 
lOlJ84 dated 16 November 1984, and Factors Affecting the Deployment of Nuclear Weapons in the South Pacifict IR 
108/84 dated 24 December 19$4. They are now public documents. They are both rather weak on analysis. The first 
report cites only the sources referred to by Jamieson in his assessment of the Buchanan as its primary sources. The 
second report states that it is not based on any privileged information from the United States but uses only public 
domain material. They were available to Jamieson for his 24 January analysis.

Both these reports were provided to Ministers to read in the days leading up to the late January 1985 Cabinet meeting 
that decided on the Buchanan request. The most significant part of the later report was, in Hager's view, the conclusion 
that,

While it would not be possible to give an absolute assurance that a particular nuclear-capable surface vessel 
visiting New Zealand was not nuclear armed ... experienced service personnel ... would be able to reach a 
reasoned judgement on the probability that a particular nuclear-capable surface vessel or group of such vessels 
was in fact carrying nuclear weapons.

Hager argues that this conclusion was carefully included to pave the way for the Labour Government to accept the 
judgement of an 'experienced' service person, namely Jamieson, which the officials who wrote the External Intelligence 
Bureau report already knew was coming. In other words, these reports were also part of a carefully preplanned and 
crafted strategy.

Another section of the report lends weight to this claim. Discussing the significance of the route taken to and from New 
Zealand in assessing the likelihood of a vessel carrying nuclear weapons the report states,

There would be clearly less requirement for a ship making a special visit to New Zealand from, say Hawaii, and 
then returning there, to carry nuclear weapons. In
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the past, however, the vessels calling at New Zealand have usually been proceeding to or returning from other 
theatres.

No reason is given for singling out a 'special visit' from Hawaii in the report. Yet this is more or less what the Buchanan 
did from S November 1984 as it journeyed to New Zealand. It looks again as though the ground was being laid for 
arguing that the Buchanan's movements prior to its arrival in New Zealand waters were compatible with it being free of 
nuclear weapons. Remember this was written in December 1984, well before any leak and before Jamieson prepared his 
assessment of 24 January 1985, but after his return from Hawaii with knowledge of the planned movements of the 
Buchanan. It is possible that Jamieson would have used this assertion in the report to back his assessment of the 
Buchanan's armaments had there been no Sydnev Morning Herald article, but switched to the Japan theme as giving a 
stronger basis for countering the impact of the leak.

Jamieson in his second document dated 24 January sets out strategies for making the Buchanan visit look as much like a 
normal visit by participants in a joint ANZUS naval exercise as possible. He says,

The manner in which the first ship visit after the declaration of the new Government policy is managed may prove 
to be as important as the fact that it occurs at alL Inevitably there will be those in New Zealand, America and 
Australia ready' to deride a simple port visit as no more than a token gesture undertaken under pressure. They will 
also be ready to question the depth of the Government's confidence in its judgement about the probability of 
nuclear weapons being carried. I believe that a visit/exercise programme of the kind proposed in this memorandum 
would cut the ground from under many critics and reduce problems in future similar cases.

He proposed that the visit be shaped to make the points that the New Zealand Government recognises the shared 
benefits of such visits and 'is ready to welcome USN warships which it is confident do not contravene New Zealand's 
non-nuclear policy', and further that it is committed to ANZUS. His proposals included cooperation by the Australians 
through having a ship from the Australian Navy, preferably a sister ship to the Buchanan, as well as two New Zealand 
Navy frigates, accompany the Buchanan into port as this would 'tend to reduce the impact of the latter' and would stress 
New Zealand's commitment to ANZUS more strongly. The presence of an Australian ship 'would associate Australia 
with the irnplementation of our policy.' That Australian cooperation was expected is signalled in the 21 December 
chronology.

The Ministry officials were also still proceeding with their plans for the visit. January 25 saw Norrish writing a 
memorandum to Lange, see the Buchanan papers, and sending him a copy of the US Embassy clearance request for the 
Buchanan visit together with copies of Jamieson's 24 January documents, Norrish stressing Jamieson's conclusion that 
the visit would be in conforrnity with the nuclear policy although Jamieson does not actually say this. Norrish also 
included a draft press statement for Lange to consider for release after Cabinet had approved the visit. A copy of this 
draft press release is in the Buchanan papers. This included an explicit acknowledgment of NCND, of New Zealand's 
continued support for ANZUS and of naval cooperation in the alliance. It claimed that

the Government has made a considered judgement that the USS Buchanan's visit is in conformity with the 
Government's established policy on visits of military vessels, and that it is to be welcomed.

No ambiguity about the nuclear armed status of the Buchanan is expressed there. Fmally, Norrish included copies of the 
two EIB reports. Lange was to see all this on his return to Wellington on 28 January, the day of the crucial Cabinet 
meeting.
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Also prepared on 25 January was a draft diplomatic clearance for the Buchanan; included in the Buchanan papers. This 
makes no mention of the ship visit formula at all. Neither this nor the press release was ever used of course, but having 
been prepared by Norrish and others in Foreign Affairs, they can be taken to embody the position on the nuclear issue of 
the officials involved. It was certainly a position that would have given the Americans no cause for complaint.

Norrish in this 25 January document urges Lange to announce the decision on the Buchanan immediately after the 
Cabinet meeting to counter all the media speculation regarding the visit; undoubtedly still expecting acceptance of the 
visit. He also proposes a public aeknowledgment of NCND, and suggests how to get around the lack of 100% certainty 
that the Buchanan would be free of nuclear weapons by arguing that it is entirely possible to make a reasoned 
judgement about a specific vessel in the context of its present voyage and visit to New Zealand - recall the section 
quoted above from the second EIB report. He also suggests possibly releasing the two EIB reports.

Lange also received a report from Palmer describing what Palmer calls 'massive developments' while Lange was away. 
The report, included in the Buchanan papers, is dated 27 January and here we see the first signs that the carefully 
prepared plans of the officials are going astray. Palmer reports that Frank O'Flynn, Minster of Defence, has seen the 
evidence from the officials as to whether or not the Buchanan would carry nuclear weapons. Palmer says it is O'Flynn's 
view

that the evidence is not sufficient to convince the public that it wi11 not be carrying weapons and therefore we 
should refuse the request. He says official advice is that we should let it in.

This is in marked contrast to assurances in Palmer's 22 January press release stressing the Government's ability to assess 
the nuclear armed status of the ship, although Jamieson's assessrnent was not available then.

Palmer also reports concerns over the visit amongst Labour parliamentarians, and that problems with the Labour Party 
were brewing, as the 25 January letter in the Buchanan papers from the General Secretary of the Party, John Wybrow, to 
Palmer shows. Here the Party Executive is urging the Government to enforce the nuclear policy rigidly or get a 
declaration from United States Government that the visiting vessels are neither nuclear armed or powered. Palmer urges 
postponing any decision on the visit until after the Labour caucus has met. He states that in his view everything depends 
on how strong the evidence is as to whether the ship should come in, how strong a case can be developed publicly that 
the ship will not be carrying nuclear weapons.

To add to the rnounting difficulties for the visit advocates, about this time a letter from Australian Prirne Minister Bob 
Hawke to Lange marked 'Top Secret' was leaked to the media. This stated that there would be strains in the relationship 
between the (ANZUS) treaty partners if New Zealand insisted on special treatment.

We cannot accept as a permanent arrangement that the ANZUS alliance has a different meaning and entails 
different obligations for different members.

Lange quotes in his book p.83, and on p.86 comments on this leak saying it was commonplace in Australia for sensitive 
government documents to end up in the newspapers. He says, 'and there soon appeared in the press the letter I had 
received a11 bound up with ceiling wax, from Prime Minister Hawke.'

Palmer issued a press release about the leaked letter on 25 January, reaffirming New Zealand's nuclear policy as 
different from that of Australia, but based in principle and to be 'resolutely maintained'. The problem for the visit 
planners was that the letter was
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seen in New Zealand as an attempt by the Australians to put pressure on New Zealand to modify its nuclear policy. This 
only strengthened resolve in New Zealand to resist any weakening of the policy.

2.6 The Visit is Off - Why?

In spite of all the careful planning during the latter part of 1984, the Buchanan visit did not proceed. The basic reason 
was that the New Zealand Government could not, in the end, provide adequate guarantees that the ship would not carry 
nuclear weapons while in New Zealand. Lange's aecount of this whole Buchanan episode can be found in his book, 
particularly in chapter 6, but the two preceding chapters are also directly relevant. There have been several accounts 
ofthe failure of negotiations to get the Buchanan into Wellington, and there is no intention of repeating all the details, 
here. The reader is referred to the books by McMillan, Clements, and Landais-Stamp and Rogers, listed in the 
references to the introduction, and to The Dominion Sunday Times article of 29 March 1987 by Hubbard, cited earlier. 
The book by Landais-Stamp and Rogers is also interesting in relation to the discussion so far in that it sets out to 
provide a study of the pressure the United States exerted on New Zealand from 1984 to 1987 to get New Zealand to 
change its nuclear policy. These aecounts all show some weaknesses resulting in part from lack of access to the 
documents provided here in the Buchanan papers.

The accounts generally agree that the main faetor that resulted in the refusal of the Buchanan was the very strong 
resistance from the public, and within the Labour Party and amongst Labour Government members, to any sign of a 
weakening of the ship visit policy, Here we refer to accounts of events leading up to the refusal of the Buchanan from 
Hager and from Margaret Wilson's book, and to the Buchanan papers. Hager at this time was working closely with some 
members of the Labour Government on the ship visit issue.

He sees the Buchanan papers as providing a clear picture of the carefully planned strategy of the officials, and of the 
belief by Lange, Palmer and possibly others, based on what their officials told them, that a way through the ship visit 
impasse could be found. He thinks Lange and Palmer were prepared to give their officials a chance to find a solution, 
and that Palmer, on whose shoulders the problem of the Buchanan descended in January 1985, did not connive with 
officials to circumvent the ship visit policy. But, in his words, once the request for a visit had gone wrong publicly, there 
was nothing the officials could do to control it.

Hager considers it certain that the Americans had agreed that New Zealand could by inference declare the Buchanan 
'clean` while publicly saying New Zealand accepted NCND. He thinks Lange trusted his officials more at this stage than 
he did later. Reference to Lange's book p, 83 is appropriate here. He talks of officials advising him at the time of having 
the utmost cooperation from the United States over the Buchanan. However, earlier; pp.65-7, he comments on the 
continued opposition he encountered to the nuclear policy from his officials but, as suggested previously, says their 
position reflected their view that this best served the country's interests as they saw them. Later, however, he is more 
critical saying, p.194, that

Left to themselves, our diplomats would certainly have surrendered the nuclear-free policy. Their perspective was 
the perspective of the State Department, Whitehall, and every other foreign ministry whose government counted 
itself part of the Western alliance.

His comments on the relative influence of officials and politicians, pp.193-7, are relevant here, indicating as they do the 
independence from politicians that officials favoured in their dealings with other governments.
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Hager says that he had been fearing for months that the officials would try a nuclear capable but not too likely to 
be nuclear armed ship as a first step to undermine the policy. Once one ambiguous ship was allowed in, it 
would have been impossible to stop the next one; and the process would have continued. Conscious of this, 
the organisation Campaign Against Nuelear Warships, CANWAR, in which he was a major figure, published late in 
1984 a list of all US Navy ships that were nuclear capable, warning that if Labour tried to invite any there would 
be huge protests. The intention was to make it clear there was no grey area for ambiguous ships.

He recalls that the first definite sign he had that there was indeed a plan to accept an ambiguous ship was the 
press statement made by Palmer on 22 January with its reference to reliance on the expertise of New 
Zealand's intelligence and defence advisers to assess a specific visit request. From that day he says,

we rnoved into intense activity mobilising public aetion. With only two days warning, a very large march 
organised in Auckland in the week of the decision to reject the Buchanan had as its main slogan, 'If in 
doubt, keep it out'. About 15,000 people were involved. The public campaign was well focussed on the key 
issue of certainty that the officials were trying to fudge. Over the last weekend before Lange's return to New 
Zealand on Monday 28 January from the Tokelaus, and before the critical Cabinet meeting scheduled for 
the same day; we alerted networks all over the country to the risk of a backdown and urged people to send 
telegrams to Lange.

Later the peace movement heard that there were several thousand telegrams waiting for Lanbe on his arrival. Hager 
recounts that at the Cabinet meeting the Minsters present had to confront the faet that they could not say with 
certainty that the Buchanan was not nuclear armed. All they had was a judgement of the probability by military staff. 
We have examined the basis of that judgement already. Given the height of public feeling; and the clear debate in 
public on this very issue of certainty, the solution offered by the officials, the ship visit formula, did not look good 
enough he says.

Discussing the position of the Labour Party in this period, Margaret Wilson in her book pp.63-5 comments that there 
was no contact between party officials and United States officials; so the party was uncertain of the precise nature of 
the negotiations between the government and the Americans. She says that in her regular meetings with Lange and 
the caucus she made it clear that the policy was not to be compromised, and that the party was seeking the 
introduction of the legislation promised in the election manifesto 'as quickly as possible. I would have conveyed the 
same message to the representatives of the United States if any of them had sought the position of the party at that 
time.'

She then reports discussing the Buchanan request with Palmer, and establishing that the ship could not be guaranteed 
free of nuclear weapons. 'Once this was clear, I could see that we had a major problem if the ship visit 
proceeded.' The party executive rnet subsequently and produced the resolution already referred to. Wilson also 
reports that on 24 January 1985 she met with Helen Clark, Fran Wilde and Jim Anderton to discuss what the most 
appropriate action for the party was. Anderton thought the government would invite the ship regardless of any action 
by the party, but

the rest of us refused to believe that this would happen and set out to ensure that the policy was maintained. The 
only action we could take was to let people speak for themselves. So we asked party members to express their 
feelings to their local MPs, to the government and to the party. This produced thousands of letters and telegrams 
of support for the policy. Such a response would not have been possible without widespread community 
support.

Clements in his book p.134 reports that strongly anti-nuclear Labour MPs were mobilising their caueus 
colleagues 'to take a tough line on the issue', and in note 29,
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p.221, says that Helen Clark telephoned him and suggested he 'push the button' to mobilise the anti-nuclear network in 
Christchurch to send protests to government about the admission of the Buchanan. Palmer referred to Anderton saying 
he would break with Labour if it did not follow its policy. As stated, the Government was havinb serious problems 
within its ranks if loyalty to the plans of the officials was hoped for. The combined actions of Labour MPs, the Labour 
Party and the peace movement proved decisive in destroying any remaining hope for the Buchanan.

Cabinet finally rejected the visit request, on Lange's recommendation according to his book p.$8, to which he added a 
rider, he says, that if the United States would neither confirm nor deny the presence of nuclear weapons on its vessels, 
then New Zealand would only invite ships that were, undisputably, free of nuclear weapons. But Lange left the door 
open for an invitation to the Americans to send an unambiguous ship.

He discussed this with the American Ambassador, Monroe Browne, on January 29 following the Cabinet meeting, but 
17 pages of handwritten notes covering the meeting were withheld by the Ministry. The Ombudsman ruled that some 
indication of the content of these should be released, and the Ministry supplied a one page outline of the discussion. 
This says that, amongst other things, Lange noted that

(a) Cabinet had discussed the proposed visit on the preceding day.
(b) There was considerable reservation on the part of Cabinet.
(c) The preliminary view was that the matter should be discussed further with Caucus. (d) He needed an assurance that 
the visit would be one that respected New Zealand's anti-nuclear policy.
(e) He did have an assessment from the Chief of Defenee Staff. It was logical but it did not give him or Cabinet the 
assurance that New Zealand's anti-nuclear policy was being observed.
(f) We are not anti-American.
(g) The temper of the debate in New Zealand is being influenced by an Australian intervention, not an American one.
(g) The matter might be resolved by a visit by another ship, ie. an FFG7 - a ship that most people in New Zealand were 
prepared to accept.

The Ambassador noted, amongst other things, that what the United States wanted was a resumption of the way things 
previously operated in ANZUS. The reader is referred to Lange's book pp.86-91 for his account of events in this period 
at the end of January and early February.

This proposal for an FFG7 frigate visit almost immediately appeared in the press. Lange claims that he does not know 
how this leak occurred, and was infuriated by it. But several writers have speculated that journalists, who at this time 
were scrutinising every word uttered by anyone official with extreme care, had worked out from a comment by Lange 
that 'there were some vessels which were simply not capable of earrying nuclear weapons and were known as such', see 
his book p.88, what type of vessel he was referring to and why. The only class of non-nuclear capable combat ships in 
the US Pacific Fleet was the Oliver Hazard Perry class of guided missile frigates, FFG7 class frigates. Hager comments 
that we will never know if the Americans would have agreed to send a ship of the type requested by Lange in place of 
the Buchanan had there been no press reports of the request He says that he very much doubts it, since this would have 
amounted to a genuine acceptance of New Zealand's nuclear policy. This is considered to be a correct assessment of the 
situation.

Monroe Browne met Lange again the next day and rejected the proposal for an FFG7 visit. Lange reports the visit in his 
book p.89, it was the day of the 15,000 strong march in Auckland. The Labour Caucus met the following day, January 
31, and strongly supported the actions taken. But still hoping that there might be a chance for an acceptable visit, and 
that Monroe Browne might not have the final say, Lange wrote to
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him that day proposing the FFG7 visit. A copy of Lange's letter is included in the Buchanan papers.

Several telegrams in the Buchanan papers dated 29 and 30 January report and refer to this leak. On the 31 January 
we see Washington reporting that New Zealand could expect a response from the United States to the rejection of 
the Buchanan that would be 'very severe indeed', would probably come from Shultz, and would be made public.

Landais-Stamp and Rogers p.78 report that the United States released the name of the ship involved, the USS 
Buchanan, on 5 February, and announced that it would not be calling at New Zealand.

2.7 The Aftermath

American reactions to the rejection of the Buchanan's visit have been well documented and will be examined in detail 
in subsequent working papers, so they are not considered fully here. We look instead at what the Buchanan papers 
tell us about events subsequent to Lange's 31 January letter to Monroe Browne.

Following the apparent leak of Lange's request that the US Navy send an FFG7 class frigate, the Americans 
flatly refused to consider this proposal and asked for a final decision on the Buchanan. The Buchanan papers 
include Lange's letter to Monroe Browne of 4 February giving this final decision, and again rejecting the 
clearance request for the Buchanan because New Zealand officials could not guarantee it to be free of nuclear 
weapons. Lange once more emphasises the desire of his Government to work with the United States in ANZUS, 
and to host US Pacific Fleet visits that complied with New Zealand's policy.

Lange's letter was followed by a flurry of telegrams between the New Zealand Embassy in Washington and Foreign 
Affairs in Wellington during 4 to 7 February. These contain some interesting statements. The 4 February telegram 
from Washington to Wellington confirms that American State Department senior officers had been working with New 
Zealand officials on a solution to the ship visit problem. The Americans clearly ernphasised their view of 
the importanee of access for their vessels under ANZUS, to which the New Zealand Ambassador responded that 
this put too much emphasis on this particular aspect of the alliance relationship. Further, it did not 
acknowledge the different strategie situations prevailing in the South Pacific and the North Pacific, so that 
Japanese and New Zealand policies could not be directly compared. The discussions were to proceed.

An urgent telegram to Norrish on S February from the Ambassador has, unfortunately, been completely withheld, but 
would have supplied an assessment from a Washington perspective of the likely consequences of the Buchanan 
refusal. However, these consequences are-outlined in a press release by O'Flynn dated 5 February. He refers to 
military equipment purchase concessions being withdrawn, and a possible curtailment of joint exercises and of 
intelligence information. These consequences had been considered previously by his defence advisers he says. So 
the New Zealand Government was already aware when it rejected the Buchanan of what it might expeet. O'Flynn 
also reported the cancelling of the Sea Eagle exercise. Lange in his book comments that rather amusingly the 
Americans informed him a few hours later that they were withdrawing from this already cancelled exercise. 
'Not for the first time I wondered how they'd get their act together if anything serious ever happened.' he quips, 
p.90 in his book.

At this stage, some hope still apparently remained that a solution could be found to the situation that had developed, 
as the 7 February personal telegram from Lange to the New Zealand Ambassador in Washington shows. Lange 
welcomes any sign from the 
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American State Department of a desire for continued cooperation, referring to the 5 February telegram from 
Washington, and urges building on this. He states quite clearly that it was widespread public opposition that forced the 
Buchanan decision.

We had a movement of opinion here which no government could have stood against. ... So we have a new situation.
 ... The policy of no nuclear weapons on ships coming into our ports is about as firmly established as any policy can 
be. There is no alternative but to look ahead from that base.

Lange reiterates the Government's desire to demonstrate its commitments to ANZUS, but says that he hopes the 
Americans will not react too strongly to the situation and give New Zealand a breathing space in which to 'cool the 
public clamour' and show that cooperation under ANZUS could still continue.

What would queer the pitch would be such a disproportionate reaction on the U.S. side as to provoke a wave of 
public reaction here. That might be very difficult to control.

he says. This is just what did happen. Apparently severe penalties imposed on New Zealand by the United States 
increased public support for the nuclear policy. These penalties are described as 'apparently severe' for reasons that will 
be made clear in a subsequent working paper.

Lange, considering how best to contribute to ANZUS says,

We are firmly in favour of continued naval cooperation. As you know, we were willing to take part in Sea Eagle 
irrespective of the power source or the weaponry of the participatmg ships. This willingness stands.

This extension of the nuclear policy to allow contact with nuclear powered or armed vessels seems to have been decided 
very early, we have seen one statement of it already from Lange late in October 1984. Lange was still hoping for further 
US Navy visits despite the Buchanan problem, and was then hoping to diseuss the matter at the July ANZUS Council 
meeting which finally never took place. He expresses strongly New Zealand's continued support for American nuclear 
weapons reduction strategies; and full cooperation with them in all ways, 'subject only to the nuclear weapons 
restriction'.

There is now a considerable gap of one month in the Buchanan papers from 7 February to 7 March at what seems like a 
crucial time. The Ministry gave an assurance that a re-examination of the file in question produced no further 
documents in this period relating to the Buchanan incident. The rest of the documents supplied relate to a letter, 
prepared and drafted by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, from Deputy Prime Minister Palmer to the Deputy Secretary of 
State, Kenneth Dam, seen as a useful personal relationship for Palmer to have at this time. It was by now accepted that, 
'both the American and the Australians have made it abundantly clear that defence cooperation under ANZUS will not 
continue, at least for the time being'. The 7 March telegram suggests Palmer modify his original letter to allow for this; 
and other new circumstances. The Ministry draft, and a copy of Palmer's final letter in which he merely adds some 
personal comments, follow. The letter provides a good summary of the situation as it had developed and as it prevailed 
by mid-March 1985; when this collection of documents terminates.
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CONCLUSION

Labour's nuclear policy was now firmly in place and, through the Buchanan incident, firmly embedded in history. New 
Zealand was now effectively excluded from ANZUS, although remaining formally a mernber of the alliance, as it still 
is. March 18 1985 saw the first ever meeting of a committee of the US House of Representatives to discuss ANZUS, 
and the New Zealand issue in particular. We will refer to the record of this meeting in a subsequent working paper.

Was the Buchanan nuclear armed or not? Only the US Navy, and possibly some privileged American and New Zealand 
officials, know the answer to this question at present'. What were the real intentions of these officials in their 
deliberations on how to overcome the ship visit problem? Were they conscientiously trying to find a solution that 
honoured both NCND and New Zealand's policy? What was the involvement of the Labour Government?

Answers to these questions are provided by three important conclusions; emphasised and clarified by Hager, that 
emerge from these newly released documents and the other material cited above. First; there is no evidence, as some 
have suspected, of Lange and his Government working to undermine the nuclear policy. Indeed the Shultz meeting 
notes appear to confirm just the opposite. There is nothing to indicate that documents on the Ministry files that might 
show Lange or the Labour Government in a bad light in this episode have been withheld. It has been stated that Lange 
and Palmer would have' been relying heavily on the advice from their officials concerning the nuclear policy and its 
implementation after the election because of the heavy demands placed on them by the econoznic crisis they faced at 
this time, and they gave the officials a chance to come up with an acceptable solution to the ship visit problem. This is 
reflected in Palmer's comment in his letter to Dam that the officials were acting with his and Lange's full support, a 
letter drafted by the officials. The Buchanan papers do, however, show that Lange was trying to maintain the best 
possible relations with the Americans.

Second, the Buchanan papers and related documents show that there was a carefully Iilanned; coordinated; and 
timetabled strategy worked out by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Defence through Jamieson and undoubtedly others, 
and the External Intelligence Bureau, with their American and Australian counterparts, to get the Labour Government to 
follow a ship visit solution that would have undermined the nuclear policy. It seems also that this, very possibly, was 
their intention.

Third, the public and the Labour Party alerted the Government to the crucial weakness in the officials' plans - it was 
impossible to guarantee with certainty that the Buchanan would be free of nuclear weapons while visiting New Zealand 
- and public pressure helped galvanise the Government to reject the visit. The Buehanan rejection was a striking 
example of the power of public action in politics.

The result was consternation and extreme frustration and anger amongst officials like Jamieson. The Americans shared 
these reactions at seeing their carefully crafted plans thwarted, and thwarted not by government or official action, but by 
public action that the New Zealand officials could not control. The consequence was New Zealand's exclusion from 
ANZUS, and apparently severe restrictions on military contacts with New Zealand. The impact of these restrictions is 
examined in a subsequent working paper.

Reference to the 29 August 1986 New Zealand Herald article cited earlier reporting comments by Lange on the 
Buchanan incident is significant here. Lange having discussed the American refusal to send an FFG7 frigate is reported 
to have said that it was also obvious that the Buchanan was to be the first in a series of ship visits
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culminating in calls by ships which were nuclear powered and 'certainly nuclear armed. That was the American price for 
the visit of the Buchanan.' If correctly reported, Lange's statement is an unambiguous denunciation of the plans of the 
officials. It accuses them of setting out to restore National's ship visit policy of no questions asked, through cooperation 
with the Americans and, as we have seen, the Australians.

An extensive and long terrn study of the attitudes and actions of the US Navy, particularly where NCND is involved, 
has resulted in a picture of a very intransigent service, unwilling to accept compromise in any respect regarding its 
nuclear weapons strategies. The contention here is that, whether or not the New Zealand officials involved all 
recognised it, the ultimate goal of the United States was to see New Zealand's nuclear policy modified to an acceptable 
form like that of Denmark, Norway or Australia. It is hoped that material in subsequent working papers will provide a 
convincing basis for this claim. It echoes Lange's comments p.210 in his book that the United States would brook no 
dissent in the ranks of its allies and that,

New Zealand's duty was to be uncomplainingly swept up in exaetly the kind of international totalitarianism we 
were supposed to be ready to defend ourselves against.

This attitude does not appear to have changed since 1985 in relation to New Zealand's nuclear policy.

Lange also admitted that ANZUS was truly an alliance based on nuclear weapons, a nuclear alliance. He states this in 
his book p.180 when discussing a speech he gave during the 1987 election campaign. He writes that the alliance was a 
vehiele of nuclear strategy. In his speech he stated, that,

The ANZUS relationship between the United States and New Zealand is now inoperative exactly because the 
nuclear element in the alliance has become predominant.

He concluded, he writes, by saying, p.181, that

ANZUS had been unequivocally revealed in the last three years to be a defence arrangement underpinned by a 
global strategy of nuclear deterrence.

But this was the case from the very establishment of ANZUS in 1951 as will be argued in a later working paper.

It will also be argued that the seriousness of the ANZUS dispute has been considerably exaggerated, a conclusion 
supported by Associate Professor Steve Hoadley of the Political Studies Department, University of Auckland. In his 
1992 publication, The NewZealand Foreign Affairs Handbook, (1) p.97 he wrote,

The ANZUS dispute was the major controversy of the decade; but not as critical a one as the volume and 
shrillness of political and press rhetoric suggested.

More recently, in the publication New Zealand Polities in Transition, (2) he says p.229 that while the Buchanan decision 
was significant in New Zealand foreign policy terms,

even that decision did not harm New Zealand's wider relations with the United States. The presentational or 
symbolic changes outweighed substantial changes, and many accompanying and underlying policies remained 
unaltered.

These conclusions mirror those to be presented in later working papers.
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The nuclear policy survives, now enshrined in the 1987 legislation. In the next working paper we will examine the 
development of this legislation and its passage into law. The legality of what amounted to the suspension of New 
Zealand from ANZUS by the United States in 1986, when the Labour Government made clear its determination to 
proceed with developing the legislation, will also be examined. With both major political parties and most minor parties 
now supporting the legislation, it appears set to survive until the problem of nuclear weapons is overcome worldwide. 
The nuclear armed vessel problem has now disappeared with the removal of these weapons from all warships likely to 
visit New Zealand.

The question of the continued exclusion of nuclear powered vessels will be considered in a subsequent working paper. 
This is still seen by the United States as preventing a return of its navy to New Zealand, and its is possible to envisage 
some New Zealand government attempting to repeal this section of the legislation. Those who see the legislation as a 
major achievement for New Zealand will be watching vigilantly for any such move, and will be prepared to act to 
prevent this change.

Indeed, at the time of writing there are hints that such a move may be being considered. Paul East, Minister of Defence, 
once again raised the nuclear propulsion issue in a speech to the New Zealand Special Air Service on 30 May 1997, 
expressing disappointment at the lack of public debate following the release in December 1992 of the Safety of Nuclear 
Powered Ships report. He voiced hope that 'the extreme antinuclear swing may be starting to return to the centre', and 
repeated the claim that 'the present relationship with the United States costs us dearly in terms of maintaining the 
highest military professional standards'. This claim will be challenged in a later working paper.

It must also be remembered that the legislation is quite broad, and covers other important issues besides nuclear armed 
or powered ship visits. These other aspects of the legislation will be considered in subsequent working papers.

Entrenching the legislation would provide some protection against changes seen as undesirable by its supporters, as this 
would require a 75% majority in Parliament to support the proposed change rather than a simple majority. On the other 
hand, it appears that unilateral action could be taken by the government of the time to ignore the entrenchment and 
move to repeal the legislation. This needs clarifying.

New Zealand has been truly nuclear free now for almost thirteen years, and by law for ten years. These working papers 
are a celebration of that achievement.
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CHRONOLOGY OF SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

(Including material from chronologies published in The New Zealand Foreign Affairs Handbook, by Steve Hoadley, 
Oxford University Press,1992; The Evening Post Wellington, 23 November 1994; The New Zealand Herald, 1 February 
1995, p.l; and provided by K Dewes, N Hager and K McPherson) The choice of entries is, of course, subjective.

1984
July Newly elected Labour Government establishes its nuclear policy. Social Credit and New Zealand 

Parties, also support ship visit bans. US Secretary of State George Shultz assures New Zealand that 
the US will not use trade pressures to get New Zealand to change the policy. He says that port 
access is vital to ANZUS but no ship visit requests will be made for six months.

July-Dec Planning for ANZUS exercises TRIAD 84 in October and Sea Eagle 85 in March 1985 continue 
despite New Zealand's new nuclear free policy. This includes planning for the first US Navy visit 
since the nuclear policy was adopted, this visit to follow Sea Eagle 85.

September Prime Minister David Lange and Shultz meet in New York, and discuss solutions to the ship visit 
problem. They agree that the US should submit their normal annual request for blanket diplomatic 
clearance for US Navy visits to New Zealand during 1985.

October Exercise TRIAD 84 involving ANZUS land and air forces goes ahead and sees American nuclear 
capable fighter aircraft in the air over New Zealand, but under NCND as far as the Americans are 
concerned.

1985
January Six months have passed and NZ receives a request from the US for a visit in March by the destroyer 

Buchanan.

Jan/February Buchanan request refused because the New Zealand Government cannot guarantee it will be free of 
nuclear weapons. Instead Lange seeks a visit by a non-nuclear capable warship but US refuses. US
retaliates by cutting defence ties, and cancelling exercise Sea Eagle and other military exercises. Seen 
by some as the point at which ANZUS really ended - for NZ at least.

March Australian Prime Minister Hawke says ANZUS is now a treaty in name only. US House of 
Representatives Subcommittee on Asian and Pacific Affairs of the Committee on Foreign Affairs 
holds the first ever meeting on ANZUS, with special reference to the New Zealand situation.

July French agents sink Rainbow Warrior in Auckland Harbour.

August Eight South Pacific countries including New Zealand sign the South Pacific Nuclear Free Zone Treaty. 
The United States would not sign, but in 1995 said it is honouring all aspects of the Treaty.

September France admits guilt in the Rainbow Warrior bombing.

November Two French agents sentenced to ten years in prison for their part in the Rainbow Warrior bombing.
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December The NZ Nuclear Free Zone, Disarmament, and Arms Control Bill is introduced into Parliament. The 
US State Department commenting on the introduction of the legislation says that its coming into law 
will mean a review of US security obligations to NZ with the probable result being a termination of 
the US alliance with NZ, as the absence of normal port access would make it impossible for the US to 
carry out its defenee commitments to NZ.

1986
January New American Ambassador, Paul Cleveland, takes up his post. He has a strong role in the American-

New Zealand debate during his term.

A contract worth $NZ 140 million to upgrade 22 RNZAF Skyhawks signed with US firm Lear Siegler 
after Congressional vetting and despite the nuclear policy stand-off.

February French Government imposes sanctions on NZ exports of lamb products in apparent retaliation for NZ 
imprisoning its two agents.

April Baroness Young, UK Minister of State, Foreign and Commonwealth Office visits and denounces New 
Zealand's ship visit policy claiming it nullifies NCND, as does US Ambassador Paul Cleveland, who 
says it 'could set a precedent that would complicate worldwide port access, anti-nuclear movements 
elsewhere could seize on New Zealand's example to argue for similar law and practice ...'. Baroness 
Young reiterates that Britain would not retaliate economically against New Zealand because of the 
policy. Mr Bolger, Leader of the Opposition, confirms a National government would admit nuclear 
armed and nuclear powered ships.

June Intense efforts to find a diplomatic solution to ANZUS stand-off end with Shultz telling Lange 'We 
part company as friends - but we part company'. Shultz rejects Lange's proposal to keep any refusal of 
future ship visit requests secret because, he says, the American system 'leaked like a sieve'. He says 
the government of New Zealand's approach is unacceptable as it would undermine our (US) NCND 
policy and would weaken global deterrence. Lange declares that ends any talks on ship visits. The 
British want the clause dealing with the Prime Minister making judgement on the entry of possibly 
nuclear armed ships changed, or at least want it made clear there has been no 'foreign involvement' in 
any such judgement. Otherwise it could be inferred that the British Government had compromised its 
NCND policy.

The bulk of submissions to a parliamentary select committee considering the Bill urge strengthening 
Clause 9 dealing with nuclear armed vessel visits.

New Zealand and Franee agree to submit their dispute to the UN Secretary General for arbitration.

July Results of a government organised defence review with public input reported. Show strong support for 
the anti-nuclear policy, but also for NZ to remain in ANZUS.
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1986
July The US decides to sell cheap wheat to Australia's two biggest markets. This is an irony from 

NZ's viewpoint, as one of the major arguments the US has used for continued involvement in 
ANZUS is that such links will help insulate both Australia and NZ against damaging trade 
decisions.

New Zealand wins an official apology from France and $NZ13 million compensation, a year after 
French agents bombed the Rainbow Warrior. Agents Marfat and Prieur are released from NZ 
prisons and sent to Hao Atoll, a French ruled military island in the South Pacific, for 3 years. NZ 
gets assurances that France will not impose sanctions against vital exports to Europe.

August US formally suspends its security commitments to NZ under ANZUS. Britain bans all 
warship visits and joint military exercises in NZ waters.

Shultz says there is no danger of the Antarctic support base in Christchurch being moved to 
Australia.

Australia emphasises there is no change in its relationship with NZ.

October The US widens its retaliatory action against NZ, causing some delays in NZ's ability to 
obtain spare parts for its American military equipment. The Ministry of Defence forecasts a loss 
of standards for the military.

December The South Pacific Nuclear Free Zone Treaty is ratified when Australia becomes the eighth country 
to sign the protocols.

Navy Secretary Lehman urges the Reagan Administration to consider economic penalties against 
NZ. He wants to block imports of NZ beef, lamb, and other agricultural products to discourage 
other countries from banning port visits by US Navy ships.

1987
February US decides not to renew military logistics agreement of 1982 which expires in June 1987.

1987 Defence White Paper published. It stresses a South Pacific focus, close cooperation with 
Australia, and greater self reliance.

March Christchurch lawyer Harold Evans, with supporting testimony from other international lawyers, 
initiates the World Court Project to seek a World Court (International Court of Justice) opinion on 
'the legality or otherwise of nuclear weaponry' by writing to the Prime Ministers of Australia and 
New Zealand about the project. Hawke rejects the idea, Lange shows interest.

April US threatens to remove Antarctic research supporC base from Christchurch. This did not happen.

June Nuclear policy becomes law. Shultz says ANZUS framework to remain intact to allow NZ to 
rejoin when circumstances permit.

August Labour Government re-elected with an increased majority.
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September US Congress passes law eliminating NZ from list of allies which get preferential military assistance.

December French agent Alain Marfat flown from Hao Atoll to Paris allegedly for medical treatment. Lange's 
Government criticised. 

1988
March Jim Bolger, Leader of the National Opposition, meets US Secretary of Defence.

May The second French agent Dominique Prieur leaves Hao Atoll because she is pregnant, over New 
Zealand objections.

June National proposes a Danish type nuclear policy for New Zealand based on accepting that nuclear 
allies would respect a ban on nuclear armed ships.

October A poll on building new frigates with Australia shows 29% in favour, 57% against.

Royal Navy warships exercise with New Zealand warships in the Tasman Sea for the first time since 
1985.

November George Bush elected US President. No change in position on New Zealand.

1989
February New Zealand and Australian defence ministers reaffirms the need for compatible frigates amid public 

protest.

March National says the US is to unilaterally remove short range tactical nuclear weapons from its ships This 
was not officially announced until September 1991. Bolger says New Zealand would trust the US not 
to send nuclear weapons here if they say they aren't, and National would return New Zealand to 
ANZUS.

April David Lange in a speech at Yale University raises the possibility of New Zealand formally 
withdrawing from ANZUS, seen widely in NZ as saying ANZUS is a 'dead letter'.

June Australian Prime Minister Hawke warns that New Zealand would suffer'adverse economic effects' if it 
opts out' of the ANZAC frigate project as it is called. A poll shows 78% see Australia as New 
Zealand's 'natural partner' and 63% believe New Zealand's four existing frigates should be replaced 
with ships of similar capabilities.

August David Lange resigns as Prime Minister, in part following disagreement in his government over his 
proposal for New Zealand to consider formal withdrawal from ANZUS. Deputy Prime Minister 
Geoffrey Palmer becomes Prime Minister.

September The Labour Party conference votes to condemn the ANZAC frigate project. Labour's Parliamentary 
caucus votes to approve the Government's plan to purchase two ANZAC frigates.

October New American Ambassador Ms Della Newman arrives.
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1990
March National also adopts the nuclear legislation. Strong differences in the National Party over this, 

particularly from Don McKinnon who openly opposes the nuclear policy. He resigns as National 
defence spokesman.

Mike Moore becomes the first NZ Minister to meet a US Secretary of State; James Baker in this case 
since 1986. Baker recommends resuming top level contacts. Moore says NZ and State Department 
will co-operate in all areas except defence.

June US eases trade policy by dropping import tariff obstacles.

October National wins the election with the existing nuclear legislation, but with a clear desire to find some 
accommodation with the US so as to restore normal defence relations.

December New Zealand provides army medical team and two RNZAF Hercules to support the US-led Gulf 
coalition against Iraq. US and British express appreciation.

1991
January New Zealand contributes to largely US led Gulf War. US supplies NZ with associated intelligence 

material.

February Prime Minister Jim Bolger has 10-minute meeting with President Bush, first top level meeting since 
1985.

April French Prime Minister Rocard visits and apologises for the Rainbow Warrior bombing. He sets up a 
NZ-France Friendship Fund.

May Minister of Foreign Affairs Don McKinnon visits the US capitai for talks to try to break the 
continuing political standoff.

The 1991 Defence Policy Paper establishes a policy of maintaining a 'minimum credible defence 
force' and a strategy of 'self reliance in partnership'. It says a progressive improvement in our alliance 
relationships can be looked for, but with the nuclear policy in place, full cooperation with the US in 
particular must be accepted as unattainable.

August Visit to NZ by US Assistant Secretary of State Richard Solomon, most senior official to visit since 
1985. The two governments remain at odds over the ship visit policy and military cooperation.

September Mr Bolger gets an informal 120-minute meeting with President Bush.

US announces that tactical nuclear weapons will be removed from surface ships and attack 
submarines, but may be redeployed in a crisis. The USSR and UK follow suit very soon after. NCND 
policy still maintained, certainly by the US and UK.

October President Gorbachev announces moratorium on nuclear testing by Russia. This was later extended by 
President Yeltsin to July 1993, and then still further. Still in force.
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October Bolger says it would be churlish for NZ not to respond to US September announcement. Proposes law 
change to allow nuclear powered warships to visit and announces a committee to be set up to look at 
the safety issues involved. A public opinion poll shows majority want no change to the anti-nuclear 
legislation including admission of nuclear powered vessels, but still quite strong support for NZ to be 
back in ANZUS.

November Prime Minister Jim Bolger suggests the UK may soon send a conventionally powered warship to New 
Zealand to visit now the UK also is to remove tactical nuclear weapons from its surface ships, but 
rules out changes to the anti-nuclear legislation. But no visit until 1995.

December National appoints a committee of three scientists to review the safety of nuclear powered ships.

1992
April France announces nuclear test moratorium. Continued to mid-June 1995 when France announces a 

further series of tests in 1995, before the signing of a comprehensive test ban treaty set down for late 
1996.

July US announces that all tactical nuclear weapons have been removed from naval vessels and aircraft. 
Mr Bolger invites the US Navy to visit NZ.

August The US Senate votes overwhelmingly in support of a proposal that the US should seek negotiations 
for a comprehensive test ban (CTBT), and bans all US nuclear testing after 30 September 1996 unless 
Russia begins testing.

October President Bush announces a 9 month US moratorium on nuclear testing. Renewed by President 
Clinton July 1993 to September 1994, and then further. Still in force.

December Report on The Safety of Nuclear Powered Ships is published.

New Zealand wins two-year term on UN Security Council.

1993
January Bill Clinton sworn in as US President.

March Foreign Minister Don McKinnon meets Secretary of State Warren Christopher at the State 
Department.

April New Assistant Secretary of State for East Asia and Pacific, Winston Lord,-says there can be no 
resumption of defence ties while the anti-nuclear law remains.

May Australia denies its officials in Washington were working against any building of defence ties between 
NZ and the US.

World Health Assembly passes a resolution asking the World Court, 'In view of the health and 
environmental effects, would the use of nuclear weapons by a State in a war or other armed conflict be 
a breach of its obligations under international law including the WHO Constitution?'. New Zealand 
abstains.
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June Bolger calls on the Clinton Administration to reassess the US attitude to NZ and Charge d'Affaires in 
Wellington says review is underway.

July The Safety of Nuclear Powered Ships report is strongly criticised by scientists, doctors and other 
qualified people at public meetings in Auckland and elsewhere.

September The World Court issues a statement about the WHA resolution and calls for submissions by Sept 1994. 
NZ submits a 1 page non-committal submission.

November Narrowly re-elected Prime Minister Jim Bolger meets President Clinton during the APEC leaders 
summit in Seattle. The National Government pledges no change to the anti-nuclear legislation. Clinton 
promises to take a good look at the relationship, Bolger says the military issue should be put to one 
side.

New Zealand adopts a new Mixed Member Proportional electoral system.

1994
February The US announces resumption of high level political, strategic and broad security contacts with New 

Zealand, but leaves the question of closer defence ties unchanged. Suggestions from National of the 
possibility of resumption of military exercises with the US.

April Visit by Admiral Charles Larson, then Commander in Chief US Forces in the Pacific (CINCPAC). No 
change in US position regarding the legislation, still want it modified or repealed. Warren Christopher 
says the same to McKinnon in Washington. Bolger says there will be no change in NZ anti-nuclear 
policy, but NZ playing its full part in UN peacekeeping.

Helen Clark, Leader of the Opposition, says no military ties with the US for the Labour Party.

May New American Amabssador Josiah Beeman arrives, filling the post vacant for 16 months.

June Clinton praises NZ role on UN Security Council, says he hopes the new dialogue will provide the 
foundation for resuming security ties. But newly appointed US Ambassador Josiah Beeman says full 
restoration of ally status is not possible unless NZ changes its anti-nuclear law, and the onus for 
change rests with New Zealand.

August Visit by Winston Lord, US Assistant Secretary of State for East Asian and Pacific Affairs. He 
acknowledges no prospect for change in NZ anti-nuclear law.

November Mr Bolger sees President Clinton again at APEC. Republicans dorninate US Senate and Congress 
elections with possible repercussions for NZ from hostile Republicans.

December US Ambassador Josiah Beeman states publicly that all US troops, ships, attack submarines and 
aircraft in our region are not nuclear armed. (Some components may be re-armed with nuclear 
weapons in a crisis.) US Nuclear Posture Review confirms this.
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December Bolger announces a visit by two Royal Navy conventionally powered ships in June 1995 and assures 
New Zealand the ships will comply with the Act.

NZ Chief of Defence Forces Admiral Teagle holds talks with US CINCPAC Admiral Richard Macke 
in Hawaii and with Joint Chief of Staff Chairman General Shalikashvili in Washington.

The UN General Assembly passes a resolution urgently calling on the International Court of Justice to 
give an advisory opinion on the question 'Is the threat or use of nuclear weapons in any circumstances 
permitted under international law?'- the World Court Project. NZ votes for the resolution, the only 
Western state to do so besides San Marino.

1995
January Mr Bolger is invited to the White House to meet President Clinton on 27 March. Visit to New Zealand 

by Strove Talbot, US Deputy Secretary of State; the most senior US official to visit in 11 years, who 
suggests that even if the ban on nuclear powered vessels is lifted the US would continue the military 
stand-off. Bolger assures NZ there will be no change in the anti-nuclear legislation.

February The World Court calls for new submissions from UN member countries on the World Court Project. 
The verdict on both questions; from the UNGA and the WHA, could be delivered during 1996. NZ
puts in a substantial and supportive submission. These are confidential at present.

March Mr Bolger meets President Clinton and senior US Government members and officials in Washington. 
Mr Bolger invites the US to send a conventionally powered warships to New Zealand for a visit.

Indefinite extension of the Non Proliferation Treaty is adopted with enhanced review process. New 
Zealand Government strongly supports this position against the wishes of other major political parties 
and public groups, since it is seen as yielding to the wishes of the US in particular not to put pressure 
on the nuclear powers for more rapid nuclear disarmament.

May British military aircraft exercise within NZ territorial waters with military aircraft from Australia, 
Canada, and NZ in annual four nation anti-submarine competition.

June The Royal Navy frigate HMS Monmouth and the Royal Fleet Auxiliary support vessel Brambleleaf 
visit New Zealand, the first Royal Navy visit since November 1983.

France announces a further series of nuclear tests at Mururoa between September 1995 and May 1996. 
In response New Zealand suspends military ties with France.

August New Zealand allowed to send observers to a large military exercise in Australia including units from 
the US and other countries. New Zealand was completely excluded from the equivalent exercise in 
1992.

Visit by Admiral R Macke, Commander-in -Chief US Pacific Forces (CINCPAC). He says no change 
in US position on NZ Act.
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1995
August Poll shows continuing support for the anti-nuclear legislation, but also for some form of military 

alliance relationship with the US, Australia and the UK, ie. former ANZUS and British links.

France resumes nuclear testing at Mururoa. Britain announces an end to nuclear testing.

September New Zealand invited by the US to join naval celebrations on 1 September of the SOth anniversary of 
the end of the war in the Pacific. HMNZS Waikato allowed to berth in Pearl Harbour, Hawaii's naval 
base. New Zealand naval visitors since 1984, HMNZS Canterbury in 1988 and the survey ship 
Monowai later, had been berthed in the merchant harbour of Honolulu.

October RNZ Navy frigate Wellington joins UN force in the Persian Gulf for three months duty. The 
Wellington to operate under US Navy command while the US has charge of naval forces there.

December South East Asian Nuclear Weapons Free Zone Treaty is signed by Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia, 
Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines; Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam. The nuelear 
weapons states withheld support because the treaty extends the zone to the exclusive economic zone 
boundary. Foreign Minister Don McKinnon welcomes the new nuclear weapons free zone; and a new 
African nuclear weapon free zone (to be signed next April).

1996
January France declares an end to its nuclear testing, says it will close its Pacific testing sites and sign the 

South Pacific Nuclear Free Zone Treaty.

March The US, Britain and Franee sign the three protocols of the South Pacific Nuclear Free Zone Treaty. 
New Zealand to restore ministerial level contacts with France restrieted during French testing.

New Zealand buys second hand US Navy ship USS Tenacious for underwater research and charting. 
No objeetions apparently raised in the US Senate which could have delayed or blocked the sale.

US Assistant Secretary of Defence, Dr Ted Warner, visits NZ for talks with government and defence 
officials. He sees the visit as proof of improving US-NZ relations.

April African Nuclear Weapons Free Zone, the Treaty of Pelindaba is signed by 43 of the Continent's 53 
states. The nuclear weapon states also signed the protocols with the exception of Russia, which is 
seeking clarification of the status of Diego Garcia where the US is believed to store nuclear weapons. 
Russia expected to sign the protocols.
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1996
July The International Court of Justice announces its Advisory opinion on the legality of the threat or use 

of nuclear weapons, and finds that the threat or use would generally be contrary to the rules of 
international humanitarian law applicable in armed conflict, and in particular the principles and rules 
of humanitarian law, but could not decide if this would apply in an extreme circumstance of self
defence in which the very survival of a State would be at stake. New Zealand to lobby with other 
countries in 1997 for a ban on the production of weapons grade fissile material for use in nuclear 
weapons.

New Zealand effectively normalises military ties with France.

China carries out its last nuclear test and announces that it will join the moratorium on testing.

The Government announces that a second frigate, the Canterbury, will be sent to the Persian Gulf in 
September. The Wellington completed its duties in January 1996.

August The Canberra Commission calls for the elimination of nuclear weapons; and for an immediate start by 
the nuclear powers on steps to achieve this.

September The Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) is signed by many countries including New Zealand.

New Zealand and other countries promote the idea of cooperation between the members of the four 
Southern hemisphere nuclear weapons free zones, the Latin American, South Pacific, South East 
Asian and African zones.

France ratifies the South Pacific Nuclear Free Zone Treaty.

October A National Party - New Zealand First Party coalition wins the first MMP election, but with a small 
majority. The coalition government is committed to maintaining a skilled, professional and well 
equipped defence force to protect New Zealand's sovereignty, provide national security and make an 
appropriate contribution to regional security. A review of defence needs to be undertaken, but 
acknowledging there is no commitment to purchase more ANZAC frigates.

December New Zealand votes in support of a UN resolution by Malaysia calling for a convention to ban nuclear 
weapons, negotiations to begin in 1997.

1997
February Foreign Minister Don McKinnon says New Zealand's relations with the United States are the best they 

have been in more than a decade. He gives a speech to the UN Conference on Disarmament calling for 
more rapid progress on nuclear disarmament and on the chemical and biological weapons bans.

March As of 1 March 142 countries had signed the CTBT including the five nuclear powers and Israel. Of 
the 44 countries whose ratification is required before the treaty can enter into force, only three have 
not signed: India, Pakistan and North Korea.
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1997
March US Embassy Defence Attache cites NZ nuclear powered warship ban as a lingering obstacle to 

renewal of exercises with NZ forces.

May Intense discussion between New Zealand and Australian officials over the possible purchase of more 
ANZAC frigates. A review of defence needs over the next 20 years is nearing completion.

June The Royal Navy returns to New Zealand again, with a visit by the guided missile destroyer, HMS 
Gloucester, and air defence exercises with New Zealand forces are planned.

June 8 is the tenth anniversary of the day the nuclear legislation became law. The occasion is marked in various ways in 
different places in New Zealand.
This chronology was closed at 8 June 1997, seen as an historic day for New Zealand.

Notification of any errors found in this chronology would be appreciated. Every effort has been made to avoid errors.

****************************************************************
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TABLE OF COMPARISONS – 1984/5 and 1995/7

This table compares a number of factors relevant to the anti-nuclear policy in the post-1984 election period with the 
same factors in the period when this study was in progress, 1995/7, and the Act has been operating for eight to ten 
years. The factors listed briefly here are mostly discussed in greater detail elsewhere in the paper. The choice of entries 
is, of course, entirely subjective.

  1984/5 1995/7
Nuclear deterrence is a major US strategy Nuclear deterrence is a major US strategy

 with the Soviet Union as the primary target.  but with different goals.

Concerns over NZ being a nuclear target if US, Russia have detargeted their nuclear
                US Navy vessel visits continue. weapons. US, and probably the Soviets

developing rapid retargetting capabilities.

Cold war situation still very serious. Strong Greatly reduced US-Russia tensions but
                US, UK reactions to the policy. no relaxation of US demands for the Act

to be modified or repealed.

                 US has nuclear weapons equipped forces US forces in our region declared free of
                  in the Asia-Pacific region, particularly naval nuclear weapons ineluding the Pacific
                  forces. Fleet, except for SSBN.

US Pacific Fleet includes 8 nuclear armed US Pacific Fleet includes 8 nuclear
                 SSBN. armed SSBN

                Anti-nuclear policy introduced by Labour All major parties now support the 1987
                 but strongly opposed by National which legislation, and oppose nuclear weapons
                 supports nuclear deterrence. and, by their statements, nuclear

deterrence.

    ANZUS operating but defence relations with NZ still suspended from ANZUS, and
                 the US, UK restricted. defence restrictions remain with US.

Numerous military agreements and contacts These military agreements and contacts
               with the US, UK continue operating. with the US, UK continue.

                US breaks diplornatic links with NZ. High level political, strategic and security
contacts with the US resume in February
1994, but military contacts still restricted.

  No US or UK naval visits. US-UK solidarity No US naval visits even though their
                over the incompatibility of NZ's nuclear conventionally powered vessels are now
                legislation and NCND. There had been free of nuclear weapons and could visit.
                regular visits by both navies prior to the 1984 First visit by the Royal Navy in 1995. Is
                election. the UK breaking ranks with the US over

NZ's legislation now?

 No exercises with the US military at a1l. The No exercises with the US, but the NZ
               UK suspends exercises within NZ waters, but government is hoping to see these start
               continues FPDA exercises. again soon following significant warming

of relations with NZ. FPDA exercises
with the UK continue.
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   NZ bases considered to be connected with the Black Birch closed. Tangimoana and a
              US military at Black Birch, Tangimoana, and
              in the past Woodbourne, operating.

new base at Waihopai operating.

              NZ defence expenditure was about NZ defence expenditure was (1996/7)
              $NZ673 million (1984), or 2% of GDP. $NZ1.6 billion, but dropped from 2.1 %

of GDP in 1990 to 1.5% in 1996. Strong
calls from the military for increased
resources.

              No known NZ military related industry. Small but increasing military related
industrial sector.

               Nuclear testing a major concern for NZ Very strong protests against French
               particularly French testing in the Pacific. testing during 1995 and early 1996.
               Rainbow Warrior sunk. France then ends testing.

Trade with the US important. Critics of the Trade with the US increased steadily
               anti-nuclear policy claim it threatens this trade. from 1984/5, no impact from the Act.

Trade largely US and UK/Europe oriented. Extensive moves to expand trade with
Asian countries, eg. through NZ links
in APEC and ASEAN.

NCND policy operating for the US, UK and NCND maintained by the US, UK and
              France, and to some extent for the USSR. France. US modifies its statement of the

policy to allow for the removal of tactical
nuclear weapons in 1991-92.

US Airforce using facilities in Christchurch US Air Force use of facilities at
               for Antarctic research programme, Operation Christehurch continue, as do these
               Deep Freeze, but concerns over other uses
               being made of the facilities that violate the
               anti-nuclear policy .

concerns.

                Public support for the anti-nuclear policy Public support for the anti-nuclear policy
                was around 60%. is around 72% (1993).

Public support for NZ to be in ANZUS or Public support for NZ to be in ANZUS
                have a military alliance with the US was or to have a military alliance with the
                around 70%. US is around 44% (1993) but with

34% undecided and 22% opposed.

     Very strong anti-nuclear and peace movement. Peace movement much weaker, or
certainly less visible, but strong and
widespread opposition to French
nuclear testing 1995/6.

      Two major political parties and a several minor The 1996 election sees a new Mixed
               parties competing in a first past the post Member Proportional or MMP electoral
              electoral system. system used for the first time, four major

parties and a number of minor parties
competing the election.

Strong concerns over the nuclear issue and Defence and nuclear policies hardly
               ANZUS in the 1984 election. figure in the 1996 election.
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            The Labour Government and the Opposition Labour no longer see ANZUS as
            National Party both want NZ in ANZUS, but appropriate for meeting our region's
            under very different conditions. post-cold war needs. A National-New

             A state interventionist economic system and a

Zealand First coalition government policy
agreement does not refer to ANZUS
directly, but indicates continued
commitment to contributing to
regional security.

An extreme free market economic system
             strong welfare state operating prior to the and a much reduced welfare system
             1984 election. operating.

             Major assets, power, telecommunications Privatisation of telecommunications,
             health, education, water. mail and others in power and other assets seen already, and
             public hands through government ownership. pressure for further privatisation

continues.

******************************************************
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APPENDIX ONE - THE BUCHANNAN PAPERS 

CONTENTS

1. External Tntelligence Bureau report IR 101/84, 'Nuclear Capabilities of Ships, Submarines, and Aircraft', 16 
November 1984 (cover page only)
2. External Intelligence Bureau report IR 108/84, 'Factors affecting the Deployment of Nuclear Weapons in the South 
Pacific', 24 December 1984 (cover page only)
3. 20 December 1984 blanket clearance for all visits by US Navy conventionally powered ships that the NZ 
Government assesses as not nuclear armed
4. 21 December note from M Norrish, Secretary of Foreign Affairs, to the Minister of Foreign Affairs, David Lange, 
'Visits of Nuclear Armed and/or Nuclear Powered Warships', together with a draft paper for Cabinet, and 'Ship Visits 
Chronology'
5. 21 January 1985 press release by Geoffrey Palmer, Acting Prime Minister
6. 22 January 1985;,press release by Palmer
7. 24 January letter from Air Marshal Jamieson, Chief of Defence Staff to the Minister
of Defence, Frank O'Flynn, 'Proposed USN Port Visit', together with two memoranda, namely
8. 24 January Jamieson, 'Proposed Port Visit: USS Buchanan', and
9. 24 January Jamieson, 'USN Port Visit: Associated Activities'
10. 25 January memorandum from Norrish to Lange, 'Visits of Nuclear Armed and/or Nuclear Powered Warships'
11. Draft press statement for Lange approving Buchanan visit, from Norrish
12.' 25 January draft diplomatic clearance for the Buchanan
13. 25 January press statement from Palmer, 'The Hawke letter'
14. 25 January letter from J F Wybrow, General Seeretary of the NZ Labour Party, to Palmer
15. 26 January press statement from Palmer, 'Nuclear Ships and the Opposition'
16. 27 January memorandum from Palmer to Lange„'Developments'
17. 29 January telegram, Washington to Wellington, 'ANZUS: Nuclear Ships: US Policy'
18. 29 January telegram, Washington to Wellington, 'ANZUS:Nuclear Ships: Press Report'
19. 30 January telegram, Washington to Wellington, 'ANZUS:Nuclear Ships: US Views'
20. 31 January telegram, Washington to Wellington, 'ANZUS:Nuelear Ships: US Views'
21. 31 January letter from Lange to US Ambassador, Monroe Browne
22. 1 February memorandum M F Watkins to Francis re Buchanan draft clearance
23. 4 February letter from Lange to Monroe Browne
24. 4 February telegram, Washington to Wellington, 'ANZUS:Nuclear Ships etc: US Views'
25. 5 February telegram, Washington to Wellington, 'ANZUS:Nuclear Ships: US Views'
26. 5 February press statement from O'Flynn
27. 7 February telegram, Wellington to Washington, personal from Lange to NZ Ambassador
28. 7 March telegram, Washington to Wellington, 'ANZUS:Ship Visits: Letter to Deputy Secretary of State'
29. 8 March telegram, Washington to Wellington, 'ANZUS Ship Visits'
30. 13 March telegram, Wellington to Washington, 'ANZUS Ship Visits'
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APPENDIX TWO

Prime Minister's Visit to New York, notes from a meeting with United States Secretary of State, George Shultz, Monday 
29 September 1984
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APPENDIX THREE

13 December 1984 telegram for Heads of Post/Mission from M Norrish, Secretary of Foreign Affairs.
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APPENDIX FOUR

31 August 1984 memorandum from M Norrish, Secretary of Foreign Affairs, to the Minister of Foreign Affairs, David 
Lange, and a related press release










